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CERTIFICATION OF REPRESENTATION
AND ORDER TO NEGOTIATE
The Nassau Community College Federation of Teachers,
formerly the Faculty Senate of Nassau Community College, having
petitioned this Board for recognition and certification as the duly
authorized employee organization to represent the public employ-
ees of the County of Nassau, in the unit hereinafter set forth, for the
purpose of negotiating collectively on behalf of such employees
with the County of Nassau, and Nassau Community College as the
public employer, in the determination of their t_erms and conditions
of employment and the administration of grievances arising there--
under, and,
The Board, upon due consideration of sud\ petition'as well
as of all of the facts and evidence submitted in the course of a full
hearing, conducted pursuant to Section VIII of the Rules of Proce--
dure of this Board, and the findings and recommendations of the
Hearing Officer made in connection therewith
IT IS HEREBYCERTIFIED THAT
THE NASSAU COMMUNITY COLLEGE FEDERATION OF
TEACHERS, formerly the Faculty Senate of Nassau Community
College, has been designated and selected by a majority of the
employees of the above named public employer, in the unit
specifically described below, as their representative for the purpose
of collective negotiations and the settlement of grievances: (order
effective 10/5/72 and as amended)
UNIT
.
,
All faculty staff personnel in the following categories:
Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor
Assistant to the Dean
TV Radio Producer Director
TV Radio Engineer
Technical Assistant I, II, III
Administrative Assistant I, II, III
Coordinating Counselor Admission/Registrar
Counselor-Admission/Registr ar
Registrar
Associate Registrar
..---
"
Director of Admissiofls
'Associate Director of Admissions
Coordinator Developmental Programs
Coordinator of Testing
Administrative Assistant/Admissions
Assistant Director of Admissions
Assistant Registrar
Clinical Instructor
laboratory Technician
Director of Special Programs:
Computer Systems Operations
Student Finance
Grants
The following job titles are specifically excluded fr.om s~id
unit on the basis of their status as managerial and/or confidential:
President
Executive Vice President
Assistant to President
Vice President
Dean
Associate Vice President
Assistant Vice President
College Comptroller
Personnel Officer
Director-MIS
Associate Dean
Assistant Dean
Director of Special Programs:
Administrative Services
Public Relations
Procurement
Fiscal Planning
Physical Ed. Complex
PREAMBLE
The County of Nassau. through the Nassau Comm~nity
College. is engaged in furnishing vitally important educational
services to the public. This agreement seeks to assure .the .o~derly
and uninterrupted operations of the College by maintaining a
harmonious relationship between the County and the College
community.
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Therefore. the County of N.1ssau. Nassau Community
College, Jnd the Nassau Community College Federation of Te.)ch-
ers. in consideration of the mutual promises and obligations herein
assumed. enter into this agreement on this 1st day of September,
1995.
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SECTION 1
THE NASSAU COMMUNITY COllEGE
FEDERATION OF TEACHERS
The Nassau Community College Federation of Teachers
has been duly certified as the r~presentative of the
negotiating unit by an order of PERB dated November
1968. as amended. as the exclusive and unchallenged
negotiating representative for collective negotiations
with respect to rates of pay. salaries. hours, grievances
and other terms and conditions of employment for all of
its employees in the negotiating unit for the period of
this agreement. During the period of this agreement.
the County of Nassau and Nassau Community College
agree not to negotiate with or recognize any other
organization representing or claiming to represent em-
ployees within the employer-employee negotiating unit.
as defined by Nassau County PERB.
No bargaining unit member may be reclassified or
transferred to a position not included within the titles
and classifications certified by the Nassau County PERB
without his/her knowledge and written consent.
No non-unit person. except as provided herein, may
assume any job assigned to the bargaining unit without
the permission of the Union.
The Union shall be notified 15 days in advance of the
assignment of all faculty released time projects. Notifica-
tion shall include the nature of the assignment as well as
the beginning and ending dates of the assignment.
The Union shall be provided with an office. intr acollege
phone service. and unrestricted intr acollegemail service.
The Union shall be granted 42 hours of released time per
academic year. Two days released time to be assigned at
the discretion of the President of the Union.
The names of such designees shall be supplied in writing
to the President. no later than one month preceding the
beginning of the semester for which released time is
sought.
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The Union shall have the right to schedule Union meet-
ings and conduct official union functions on campus. It
is understood that Union members shall not attend such
meetings nor participate in such union functions during
their regular work schedule.
The President of Nassau Community College or his/her
designated representative shall meet with the Executive
Committee of the Union or their designated representa-
tive on matters of mutual interest at such times as is
mutually agreeable.
The County agrees to deduct from the salaries of the
members of the bargaining unit dues for the Union and
transmit the monies, together with a report of deduc-
tions. to the Treasurer of the Union. However, no dues
deduction shall be made until the Union has provided
the County with a dues authorization signed by the
employee on the form attached hereto and made part
hereof as Appendix 3. The Union shall certify to the
County. in writing, the current rate of its membership
dues. Checkoff shall take effect fifteen days after receipt
of same by the Nassau County Comptroller. The County
agrees that it will not accord dues deduction or similar
checkoff right to any other organization representing or
purporting to represent employees in the negotiating
unit. as defined by PERB.
The County and College agree to make available payroll
deductions for tax deferred annuities with the following
insurers: TlAA/CREF. Equitable Life, Travelers, Pruden-
tial, Metropolitan Life, Connecticut Mutual. Aetna. John
Hancock, Paul Revere or Mutual of New York, or any
other insurers subsequently approved under Section
399 of the State Education law
1-9
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SECTION 2
AGENCY FEE
Every member of the bargaining unit who is not a
member of the Federation shall, within 30 days after the
initial date of employment or within 30 days after this
section becomes effective, which ever is later. pay to the
Federation an agency fee. Such fee shall be equal to
100% of the membership dues of the Federation.
The Federation shall forward to the fiscal or disbursing2-2
4
2.~
officer of the College a list of non.members and the sum
of mpfley to be deducted from each faculty memb~r's
payd'leck\for the agency shop fce.
Said f~I..~ount shall be deducted from each faculty
memb~r spaycheck not later than 30 days of receipt of
a list .o( non-members. The fiscal or disbursing officer
shall forward said total amount of agency shop fee to
the Federation.
.
The Federation shall be solely responsible to account to
the employees required to make such contributions for
the receipt and disbursement of all funds collected
pursuant to this paragraph and shall indemnify and hold
.the Co.unty harmless against all loss and liability, includ-
109. without limitation, all costs of defense on account
of any claim asserted by an employee relating to the
collection, disbursement or purposes for which such
funds mayor shall be used. .
Whenever the County shall be named as a party to any
~ctlon. .~roc~edlOg or claim which is subject to the
IOde~nlflcat.lon provision of the paragraph, nothing
~ereln contained shall abolish. limit or fE!duce the author-
Ity o~r.esponsibility of the County Attorney to appear and
partICipate therein.
That
'p~~suant to and in compliance with Section 20B.
SubdIVIsion 3 of the Civil Service law of the State of New
Yor~.. the F.ederation has adopted by means of an
addition to Its by-laws an agency fee refund policy,'A
copy of. that current refund policy as set forth ;n the
Federation by-laws is attached hereto. Notice of such by-
law refund procedure shall be provided to non-members
of the Federa.tion by mailing, conspicuous posting or
oth~r appropnate m~ans. The Federation further agrees
dunng the term.of t~ISagreement to maintain an agency
fee refund polICY In full compliance with the above
ref~renced statute. Any change in the agency fee refund
polICY. as attached hereto. during the term of this
agreement shall be done on notice to the "COllEGE"
and the Comptroller's Office of the County at Nassau.
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SECTION 3
DEFINITIONS
~nion - means the Nassau Community College Federa-
tion of Teachers, Local 3150.
s
. .
'.
..
. . .......
.'
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faculty.
-
means an individual who is in the negotiat.
ing unit established uy the Nassau County PERB and
represented by the NCC Federation of Teachers.
Instructional faculty - means both classroom and
non-classroom faculty holding academic rank - Profes.
sor, Associate Professor, Assistant Professor or Instruc-
tor.
Professional Faculty-means all faculty without formal
academic rank.
Administration* -means all other full-time profes-
sional employees of the college.
Semester- shall be as defined by the State University of
New York, but shall in no event exceed fifteen (15)
weeks of classroom instruction inclusive of examinations
and registration Semester shall be referred to as the
"Fall" or "Spring" semester.
County-means the County of Nassau.
Grievance- means any complaint or dispute between
parties hereto and agents of the parties or any faculty
member or group of faculty members based on any
event or condition affecting their terms and conditions
of employment or the meaning, interpretation or appli-
cation of this agreement. It shall not include matters
relative to faculty members which are reviewable under
the by-laws of the Academic Senate.
PERB - means the Public Employment Relations Board.
Contact Hour - means fifty (50) minutes of actual
classroom instruction.
Seniority - Seniority commences from the date of the
first appointment to a full.time departmental academic
position (classroom or non-classroom) or a professional
title within an academic department or a professional
title in the professional faculty unit except as otherwise
provided by contract. Seniority is not transferable to a
new department or job category.
Professional Appointment- means probationary ten-
ure track position.
4-2.2
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*The definitions of Faculty and Administration are for
the sole purpose of this document.
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SECTION 4
WORK YEAR
Classroom Faculty
Classr~~m faculty appointments are normally for one (1)
academIC year, not exceeding two (2) regular semesters.
In no case, however, is the actual year to exceed ten ( 10)
months.
Each classroom faculty member, except new appoint.
ments, sh~1I normally know his/her class schedule one
month prior
.to the first day of classes of the new
s.emester, but In no event less than two weeks before the
f,rst day of classes, except for class assignment changes
appro~ed by the Departmental Personnel & Budget
Committee.
Classroom faculty members are not normally required to
be on campus prior to September I..
The duties and responsibilities of classroom faculty
me~bers shall include student academic advisement
dUring the fall and spring semesters. All classroom
fac~'ty. will be ~xpected to meet these responsibilities
dUring Int~rsesslon as well as the period prior to the start
of classes
'n September and between final examinations
and com~ence~ent. ~ctual work 'schedules during
t~ese speCIal periods will be determined by the respec-
tive dep~rtment Chairpersons and the department P &
B commltte~s. However, 20% of the classroom faculty
m~st be aval.'able for daily assignment.
USing established scheduling procedures, the College
may start any class at any time during a semester, but all
cla~ses shall conclude at the end of the semester in
which they start.
Non,lassroom and Professional Faculty
The work year for non-c/assroom and professional fac-
ulty shall be from September 1 to the following August
31.
Non-classroom and professional faculty may be granted
a leave of absence without pay between the dates June
1 an.d t~e next occurring l~bor Day in any year, upon
app"c~t'on to the appropnate supervising administra.
tor,. with the approval of the President. During such
periods of leave, said employees shall receive no pay
from the County of Nassau or the College, but the
4-1.2
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SECTION S
WORK WEEK
ClaS5r
l
oom
FaC~~~~lty member shall be assigned a teach-Each c assroom
ster made up of 15 or 16ing schedule each~egul:r
:~ethe exception of faculty in
~~~~~s~o~;~:~t~:~:s~igned to individual (on~to-one)
instrumental instruction,
f instruction shall beFor that purpose, 75 minutes a
5-1.7
5-1,3
counted as a 50-minute contact hour, No classroom
faculty member. however, will be requireJ to teach mor~
than an average of 15 contact hours per week durin') ,my
one school year,
Provided that notice in writing is given to the appropriate
department Chairperson or, in the event there is no
Chairperson and there is no acting Chairp~rson, then to
the Dean of Instruction, at least two months pllor COthe
commencement of the school semester, up to one-third of
the members of the classroom faculty may eleCt to teach
only 12 contact hours that'semester, The salary of each
member of the classroom faculty electing to teach only 12
contact h~urs shall be reduced by a sum equal to five
percent (5%) of their annual salary then in effect for each
semester in which such an election is made.
If more than on~third of the classroom faculty elects in
writing to teach only 12 contact hours, then, and in that
event, an order of priority will be developed by the Union
and the College Administration under which only on~
third of the classroom faculty in anyone semester will be
allowed to work a 12 contaCt hour schedule. The election
to teach 12 contact hours above referred to may not be
made by classroom faculty'in departments which would
be rendered incapable of operation by said eleCtion or
where such election would cause the violation of any
contract with the federal or state governments.
The College may employ either full-time or part-time
instructors to teach classes made available by reduced
teaching assignments as provided above, A department's
total offerings shall not be reduced because of the
election to teach only 12 contact-hour programs by its
members.
Members of the English Department shall be deemed to
be teaching 15 hours if they teach in accordance with the
fall semester 1971 -72 Academic Year Program, which
included three seminar hours. In no event, except as
provided in the half.time option, will teaching faculty in
the English Department be allowed to teach less than 12
contact hours of classroom instruction.
In addition to the classroom hours, each classroom
faculty member will be required to post two and one:half
(2 lj2} office hours perweelc. (At least one (1)
hour must
be scheduled in a block; the remainder in periods of no
5.1. 2
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(a)
(b)
(c)
less than 30 minutes.) Classroom faculty will als,o sche~-
ule an average of five (5) hours per week to satisfy their
academic responsibilities to the College and the depart-
men t.
Room assignments and departmental time schedules
will be assigned equitably to all departments by the Dean
of Instruction. Within the individual departments. c~urses
will be assigned by the Department Chairperson ,:,,",Iththe
Personnel & Budget Committee or other deslgn,ated
elected department committee. These cO,urses w~1I?e
assigned to qualified personnel on the basIs of seniority
or any other method agreed to by the members of the
department. ,
All off<ampus credit courses and credit cours~s ,t~u~ht
via radio and television shall be offered at the InI,tl~tIOn
of the department with the approval ~f ,the ~dmlnlstra-
tion or at the initiation of the Administration, as per
normal scheduling practices in accordance with the
terms and conditions of the NCCFT contract and the
policies of the Acade~ic Senate.
,
In addition, the following shall apply.
. .
An off<ampus course or a course ta,ught via radio or
television shall be defined ~s any credit course nor~al~y
offered as part of the college curriculum but which IS
taught at a location other than the college campus, ~r
by radio or television. An off<ampus course, or a radio
or television course may be considered as part of the
regular course load of the faculty member.
faculty may be assigned to teach these courses as p~rt
of their regular course load on a strictly ~oluntary ~a~ls.
Should an off<ampus course or a radio or teleVISion
course fail to develop after assignment. as part of a
regular schedule. the faculty member shall have three
(3) regular semesters to teach an extra course,or courses
in order to make up the deficit. Should It become
necessary or with the concurrence o! the D~an of
Instruction, this assignment may be fulfilled dUring the
evening or summer session~.
On<ampus office and advisement ho~rs may be re-
duced proportionately for faculty teaching off<ampus
courses or radio or television courses so that faculty m~y
schedule conferences for their off<ampus students. This
adjustment must be approved by the Dean of Instruc-
tion.
(d)
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5-1. 14
5-1. 15
(e) On<ampus schedules for faculty who also teach oft.
campus may be reduced to Ihree (3) days with the
approval of the Dean of Instruction, but in no case shall
a faculty member's on. and off <ampus schedule exceed
four (4) days.
The mileage provision of the NCCFT contract shall apply
for all off<ampus teaching.
Teaching schedules will be assigned by the Jppropriate
committee and chairperson in each department. The
number of different instructional preparations each
semes.ter shall be kept to a minimum and shall not
normally exceed three (3). Wherever possible. such
schedules shall provide for a compact work week of no
more than four (4) days, except on application of the
individual faculty member to the Execu.tive Committee
of the Union and to the departmental Personnel &
Budget Committee. A teaching schedule of less than
four (4) days must have the approval of the Dean of
Instruction. final schedules will be filed in the Office of
the Dean of Instruction.
Whenever possible, time will be provided to classroom
faculty in the normal work week for professional devel-
opment. Classroom faculty would not, however, be
excused from any formal commitment to the College.
However. in the absence of any formal commitment,
they would be free to pursue activities that would
,
advance the College's and their academic growth, which
activities shall not include teaching full time at any other
college or univ.ersity.
faculty members not on released time may be assigned
to teach up to three (3) contact hours or one course in
excess of their full-time teaching schedule. Class cover-
age by a full-time faculty member in these cases shall be
voluntary and subject to the approval of the Dean of
Instruction. faculty members on overload who are ab-
sent due to illness shall have the right to apply
one-halfday sick leave for a total not to exceed three (3) days per
semester.
Compensation for day overload coverage will be at the
rate of 1.67% per contact hour of individual's full time
academic rank at Step 1,
Within five (5) daysafter the beginning of the semester.,
the Administration shall forward a list of faculty teaching
overload to the NCCFT.
(f)
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5- 1. 16 It is understood that teaching faculty in the Department
of Nursing can serve on a voluntary basis as Advanced
Standing Evaluators during the fall and spring semesters
during the normal work day and work week. Such
service will be during hours outside their normal teach-
ing and/or office hours.
.
During the fall/spring semesters such service shal~ not
exceed eight (8) hours per week. During other penods,
such service shall not exceed sixteen
(16) hours per
week.
The rate of pay for such service shall be $33 per hour.
Effective September 1, 1997, the hourly rate will be
increased by the CPI-U. Effective September
"
1998, the
hourly rate will be increased by the CPI-U. EffectIve
September
"
1999, the hourly rate will be increased by
the CPI-U.
If the College requests full-time faculty to eval~ate
evening faculty, they shall be paid $33 per evaluation.
On September 1, 1997, September
"
1998, and Sep-
tember
"
1999, the rate per evaluation will be increased
by the CPI-U. .
When the College Administration deems It necessary for
faculty members, as part of their assigned duties, to
coordinate academic programs during the summer and/
or beyond their normal work day, they shall be compen-
sated at the overload rate of 1.67% per contact hour of
the faculty member's full-time academic rank at Step ,.
This compensation shall be included in the faculty
member's annual maximum total of 18 contact hours
and shall be at least 3 contact hours in anyone semester
(Summer -1 semester.) All such assignments (summer
and/or beyond the normal work day) shall be voluntary.
Independent Study
A faculty member wishing to teach an Independent
Study/Tutorial shall make such a request to the Depart-
ment P & B Committee. If approved by the P & B
Committee, the Chair shall forward this recommenda-
tion to the Dean of Instruction for approval and assign-
ment. Faculty guiding Independent Study/Tutorial will
be compensated at the prevailing overload rate as per
the NCCFT contract. For each student enrolled in a three
credit Independent Study/Tutorial, the faculty member
will receive one contact hour of overload compensation.
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Allrules concerning overload as per the NCCFT contr act
will apply. This overload will be included in the 18 hour
yearly maximum. A faculty member can teach a maxi-
mum. of. three contaa hours of Independent Study/
Tutonal,n an academic year, September to June.
Non-classroom and Professional Faculty
Non-classroom and professional faculty shall work
33 3/4 hours per week within a schedule to be devel-
oped in accordance with contract provisions.
~on<lassr~om and professional faculty shall be pro-
vIded a penod not to exceed ten (10) working days in any
work year which may not be accumulated and carned
forward to undertake a program of formal or informal
professional development. Prior approval must be ob-
tained for developmental leave.
The normal work week for the non-classroom and
professional faculty is 33 3/4 hours in five 6 3/4 hour
days. Monday through Friday, commencing no earlier
than 8 am. and terminating no later than 5:30 pm. with
a minimum of 1/2 hour for lunch. Departmental cover-
age will be provided. However, each member of the non-
classroom and professional faculty will have the option
of requesting a four day work week, 333/4 hour week
upon their request to the P&B Committee and the
approval of the supervising Dean or Vice-President. Said
request will be granted or denied by the President at his
discretion. (Four-day, Monday-Friday, need not be con-
secutive.) During the period between Memorial Day and
Labor Day, the College Administration can establish a
four (4) day work week on an institutional basis. Under
this circumstance. an individual can either work the
extended work day or may elect to use leave time to
~aintain the 63/4 hour day. Non<lassroom and profes-
sional faculty shall have the option to request a work
year based on a schedule of thirty (30) weeks at seven
and one-half
~7 1/2) hours per day, five days per week,
and the remaInder of the work year (22 weeks) at six and
three-quarter (63/4) hours per day, five days per week.
The thirty (30) weeks shall cover the normal Fall and
Spring s~mesters. Faculty may elect the accrued time
optional workday of 7 1/2 hours on a one (1) semester
basis. The a.dditional accrued time shall be taken pursu-
ant to Section 31-3 of the contract. A decision by the
5-2.2
5-2.3
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Collegc to deny.) request for Ihis option sh.)11not be
grievable.
dNon-classroom and professional faculty ~equoste tg
work overtime by the appropriate .supervlslng De~n or
Vice President or Department Chairperson, who IS au-
thorized by the appropriate dean, shall be compensated
at their straight time hourly rate of pay, not to exceed
$33 nor be less than $16.50. ,Effective September I,
1997 the hourly rate will be Increased by the ~PI-U.
Effective September I, 1998, the hourly rate will be
increased by the CPI-U. Effective September I, 1999, the
hourly rate will be increased by the CPI-U. Compensa-
tory time at the rate of time and half ~ay be given
a: the
discretion of the supervising administrator only If re-
uested by the faculty member. Compensa.tory tl~e
~ust be used by August 31 of the academic yea.r In
which it is granted. No faculty member shall be reqUired
to work overtime.
.
b-Professional and non-classroom faculty hired after F~
1 1975 may be employed by the College outside
~~:~o;mal w~rk: schedule, not exceeding 33 3/4 hours
a week:, five days a week:. They must be so employed at
the time of their initial hiring. Faculty. emp~~yed after
24 1977 must be so advised In wrttmg at theJanuary"
. d I btime of their initial hiring that their sche u e may e
varied.
interviewed by the department. The deCision of th~ P&&
Committee is to be ;n
"vrlting dnd should indicate the
duration of the appointment.
Rejection by the P&OCommittee should only be for reasons of profesSIonal
qualifications. The appointment may be renewable. The
maximum amount of shared time shall be 9 hours (which
may be waived in unusual
circumstances with the ap.proval of the department involved, the Administration,
and the Union);
(a) During the period of time a faculty
member is teachingin more than one department
and/or teaching outsidehis/her normal department,
he/she is considered to be
a member of the department in which he/she holds
rank. Thus, the faculty
member has no voting ri9hts in
the new department. The faculty member will also be
observed during each Semester that he/she is teaching
outside the department in which he/she holds rank:.
Evaluation shall be only for the purpose of consideration
of shared time in the future and shall not be considered
for any other purpose.
(b) In the case of a faculty
member sharing a teaching load
with the Department of English, the normal 15 contact
hour load will be maintained with normal office hours.
If. on the other hand, the faculty
member teaches a
complete program in the Department of English, the 15
Contact hours will be as per contract for English faculty.
(c) In the event a faculty member wishes to transfer on a
permanent basis to a new department,
the procedureand stipulations of the Contract will be followed.
A faculty member may be assigned to evening and/or
summer classes within his/her department in order to
fulfill his/her full-time teaching load.
SECTION 6
WORKDA Y
Classroom Faculty
.Although all classroom faculty are normally req~lred to
be available for assignments each week day durtng the
academic year between the hours of 8 a m. and 5:30
pm., this does not mean that they must be on campus
between the aforementioned hours.
Teaching assignments shall normally be compa~t, not
usually extending in anyone day for longer than five (5)
hou~.
hIn the event of short term shifts in student ne~?s, t e
following are two procedures w~ich may be utlllze~ to
enable faculty to fulfill their reqUIred teachl~g load.
A faculty member who wishes t~ :each In another
academic department due to insuffICIent contact hours
in his/her own department must formally apply and be
6-2.2
7-1
SECTION 7
EARLY A.M. CLASSES AND
ASSIGNMENTSShould the College Administration offer sections or
make assignments prior to 8 am., the sections will be
taught by full-time faculty and the assignments
per-formed by non-c/assroom or professional
faculty on avoluntary basis as part of their regular work day. If full-
time faculty are unavailable for such assignments,
theCollege may assign such COurses to part-time faculty. In
the event classes so scheduled require preparation by
14
15
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Technical Assistants. such assignments shall be volun-
tary and begin no earlier than one-half (1/2) hour prior
to classes, In the event that such assignments are
scheduled prior to 6 am. non-classroom and professional
facuity shall be paid at the overtime rate for time worked
prior to the stalt of the non-classroom or professional
faculty's normal work day,
'1'-
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SEalON 8
OUTSIDE AalVITIES AND
PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
The College recognizes an obligation to make available
to the community the professional competence and
technical knowledge of the faculty members. The poten-
tial value of such outside employment to the faculty and
College is recognized.
Full-time employment by Nassau Community College
shall be considered the primary employment of the
individual who shall limit other compensated profes-
sional activity so as not to impair educational effective-
ness. In the event there appears to be a conflict. the
Department Chairperson. in conjunction with the De-
partment Personnel and Budget Committee and Dean
of Instruction, shall attempt to reconcile the conflict. If
it cannot be resolved at this level, it becomes a subject
for grievance procedure.
8-2
SECTION 9
STUDENT-FACULTY RATIO
College-wide student-faculty ratio shall be 21.1/1.
10-1
SEal ON 10
MINI-SEMESTER
It is understood and agreed that in the event the
Academic Calendar Committee proposes an Academic
Calendar containing two regular plus one abbreviated or
"Mini Semester" between September 1 and the follow-
ing June, and such a calendar is approved by the College
Administration and the County, that the faculty will not
be required to teach during the said "mini semester."
The faculty shall have the option, however, of teaching
during any "mini semester" at the prevailing overload
16
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~at.e.. It is specifically understood Jnd agreed that any
~'nl semester. as above described, would not be con-
sld.ered ~art ?f the normal workload of the faculty.
This s~dlon IS not to be considered .3n agreement or
c~~mlt~ent, by either the County or the College Ad.
ministration, to actually schedule a "mini semester."
11-1
SECTION 11
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT POLICY
As an equal opport~ni~ ~mploye'r. Nassau Community
College shall not discriminate against any person be-
cause of race, color" relj.~ion, national origin, sex, age,
sexual prefe~ence, dlsa?,lIty, or marital status, except as
suc.h conditions constitute bona fide occupational or
assignment qualifications.
The appointm~nt poli~ of Nassau Community College
shall com~~y with applicable provisions of federal, state
an~ mU~IClpall.aws and ordinances and the College's
Affirmative Ad.lon Plan with respect to equal emplo _
ment opportuOity and non-discrimination in the rates:f
~ay, h.ours, and te~ms and conditions of employment,
.ncludlng
.~ork assignments. educational and training
opportunities,
~se of facilities, and opportunities to
serve on committees or decision-making bodies.
11-2
SECTION 12
ADMINISTRATORS TEACHING
Members of. the Administration are encouraged to
teach from time to ~ime during the academic year, as
long as su~h teac.hlng does .not interfere with their
normal duties, subject to the following:
He/she must meet the minimum academic require-
ments of that department as determined by the
department's P&BCommittee.
No administrator shall teach more than one course per
semester.
~o administrator shall be assigned a course until all full.
time facul.ty have received their schedules. -
The. teaching performance of an administrator shall be
subJed to the
.norma,' departmental evaluation process.
These evaluatIons will serve to determine whether
futu~e:eaching assignments are offered to the
administrator.
17
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SECTION 13
FACUl TV FilES
There shall be only one set of official personnel files,
whIch shall be kept in the Office of Human Resources.
These shall include but not be limited to the following:
Personnel information:
Information relating to the employee's academic and
professional accomplishments submitted by the em-
ployee or placed in the file at his/her request.
Records generated by the College:
Memoranda of discussions between the employee and
his/her Department Chairperson relating to evaluations
of the employee's professional performance.
There shall be a separate pre-employment personnel file
which shall contain confidential references and materi-
als to be utilized solely in the initial appointment process.
No materials shall be placed in a faculty member's
personnel file unless said faculty member has been so
informed by memorandum from the Office of Human
Resources and has been given an opportunity to exam-
ine said material and to attach any comments he/she
may desire, unless said material has already been ini-
tialed by said faculty member. If the faculty member
does not concur in any evaluation or statement concern-
ing him/her, notations to this effect shall be affixed to
said material.
All documents shall be dated and sequentially numbered
as received.
Only the following people shall be authorized to exam-
ine the files of a faculty member: members of the Board
of Trustees, the President, the appropriate Supervising
Administrator, the appropriate Chairperson, members
of the Personnel and Budget Comminee, members of
the Professional Advisory Committee, members of the
Promotion and Tenure Committee, the faculty member
himself/herself with or without an advisor of his/her
choice, the Personnel Officer .and necessary clerical
personnel. Comminee members mentioned above and
Trustees may see only relevant data only when a faculty
member's application for promotion or tenure is being
evaluated, or when a faculty member is being consid-
ered for reappointment or dismissal.
18
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13-5.1 With respect to accessto faculty files, "the President" .
shall hereafter include any designee of the PresIdent
who is a management employee of the College (or a
College/County attorney) who reviews the file at the
direction of the President and who indicates in the file
the fact of his/her review and the authority therefore.
No other person-inside or outside the College-shall be
p.ermitted to examine any personnel files under any
CIrcumstances whatsoever except with the consent of
the concerned faculty member. No file or copy
thereof
shall leave the Office of Human Resources (except to the
President's Office and back by special messenger), nor
shall any information contained therein be made avail-
able to any outside source or agency without the written
per~ission of the faculty member concerned, except as
required by law.
When the personnel records of a faculty member are
used by an authorized person, a memorandum of the
use of these records, which shall include the purpose of
the use, shall be mailed to the faculty member con-
cerned.
The official personnel file shall constitute the only veri-
fied and reliable document for the purposes of evalua-
tion, promotion, tenure, reappointment, and dismissal.
The faculty member may, however, submit additional
verifiable data on his/her application for promotion
and/or tenure.
Each department and the Office of the Dean at Instruc-
tion may maintain a file for eachfaculty member which
shal~include only his/her date of initial and succeeding
servICe, rank, step, salary, record of promotion, and
tenure status.
13-6
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SECTION 14
ACADEMIC FREEDOM
The College recognizes that academic freedom is essen-
tial to the free search for truth and its exposition.
All faculty members are entitled to full freedom in the
publication of the results of their research, subject to
performance of their other academic duties. Research
conducted during the normal working day for pecuniary
return must be based upon an understanding with the
19
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President. The teacher is entitled ~o freedom in the
classroom in discussing his/her sub,ect, but should be
careful not to introduce into his/her te~chlng controver-
sial matter which has no relation to his/her subject. 16-4.1
16-4.2
16-4.3
16-4.4
16-4.5
16-5
SEalON 1 S
COLLEGE-WIDE MEETINGS
Two faculty/administration meetings shall be scheduled
in the Academic Calendar. .. .
The President may call ~uch other faculty/adminIstratIOn
meetings as he shall see fit. 16-5.1
16-5.2
16-4
SEalON 16
EVALUATION OF
PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE
. .
There shall be an assessment of the professional a.ctivi-'
.
ties of all faculty to maintain academic and professional
excellence. The purpose shall be to encoura~e the
improvement of individual performance and provide the
basis for assessment of professional competence and
fulfillment of professional obligations.
There shall be two forms of assessment: . .
Classroom Observation -To measure effectiveness In
teaching, and
Year-End Evaluation Report.
..
All observations and evaluations of individual faculty
members shall be in writing. The individua.1 con~erned
shall discuss the observation or the evaluatl~n wlt~ the
evaluator prior to the preparation of the final written
report. The individual faculty member shall. Sign ea~h
observation or evaluation report and be permltte~ to file
a written reply to any portions of said report to whICh the
faculty member may take exception. Each depart~ent
observation or evaluation report shall be submitted
through the Department ~ha.irperson to the Depart-
ment P & B Committee within one (1) week of the
observation or evaluation visit and/or conference. All
observation and evaluation reports shall. follow the
department evaluation guidelines. ~ach .wr.ltte~ report
shall be placed in the official faculty file within thirty (30)
days of said observation or evaluation
Classroom Faculty: The Year-End Evaluation Report
16-7
16-5.3
16-5.4
16-5.5
16-6
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may include observation of teaching and shall include
evaluation of performance of professional duties. It shall
be based on the consideration of the following:
Mastery of the subject matter;
Effectiveness in teaching;
Scholarly ability;
.
Effectiveness of college service;
Continued professional growth.
Non-classroom and Professional Faculty: The evalu-
ations of non-classroom faculty with academic rank shall
consider:
Mastery of the subject matter;
Effectiveness in the Library or effectiveness in Student
Personnel Services;
Scholarly ability;
Effectiveness of college service;
Continued professional growth.
Academic departments and administrative units shall
develop specific evaluation criteria for professional fac-
ulty. These criteria shall be submitted to the appropriate
Vice President and/or designee.
All Faculty: Non-tenured full-time and all adjunct faculty
shall be evaluated at least once during an academic year
by the Department Chairperson and/or the Department
P & B Committee (or immediate supervisor for those
professionals not attached to academic departments).
The evaluation of classroom non-tenured faculty must
include classroom observation. Non-tenured faculty shall
also be evaluated once during an academic year by the
appropriate Vice President or designee and/or Dean of
Instruction and/or Associate Dean of Instruction or their
designees. Tenured faculty may be evaluated on an
annual basis by the Department Chairperson and/or the
P & B Committee (or the immediate supervisor for these
professionals not attached to academic departments)
and by the appropriate Vice President or designee and/
or Dean of Instruction and/or Associate Dean of Instruc-
tion or their designess. However, all tenured faculty
must be evaluated at least once every two (2) years with
a written report placed in their official file. Said evalua-
tions of tenured faculty may include a classroom obser-
vation, if appropriate. No faculty member shall be
evaluated more than once in any academic year by the
21
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Jppropriate VICe Presld~'H Or designee and/or De.}n of
Instruction and/or Associate Dean of Instruction or their
designee except on the invitation of the faculty member.
No other person may participate in the evaluation
process except with the approval of the faculty member.
The evaluation process will not be used to harass a
facuity member.
Each evaluator shall submit through the Department
Chairperson a written evaluation report to the Depart-
ment P & 8 Committee within one week of the evalua-
tion visit. All evaluators shall follow the department
evaluation procedures.
16-9
17-1
SECTION 17
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
The Union or any member of the Bargaining Unit shall
.
have the right to present his or her grievance in accor-
dance with the procedure described herein, containing
the steps set forth below, with or without a representa-
tive of the Union, free from interference, coercion,
restraint, discrimination or reprisal.
There shall be a three-person Grievance Board, one
member to be selected by the College Administration,
one member selected by the Union, and both shall
choose a third member. The third member shall serve a
one year term but be eligible for annual reappointments
thereafter. Members of the Grievance Board shall serve
one year terms, and may be reappointed to the Board.
STEP I
- Informal Stage
Any faculty member in the bargaining
~nit may present
and discuss his/her grievance within ninety (90) days of
the date of the alleged grievance, either with or without
a representative of the Union. Similarly, a representative
of the Union may present and discuss a grievance on
behalf of any employee or group of employees with the
chairperson of the department involved and which shall
be entirely informal. Any settlement, withdrawal or
disposition of a grievance at this informal stage shall not
constitute a binding precedent in the settlement of
similar complaints or grievances. A determination at this
step by a non-unit member which is acceptable to the
grievant and the Union is binding on the parties. A
17.2
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determination at this step by J unit member which is not
a~ce~table to the College-County Administration is notbinding and the grievance may
proceed to Step i.STEP II - formal Stage
- The College Pesident orhis/her designee.
If
~
grievance is not satisfactorily adjusted in Step
"
thegr~evant may, within ten (10) days. file a notice ofgnevance with. t~e Nassau Community College Griev-ance B~a.'d. Within ten (10) working days of receipt ofthe deCIsIon from Step
"
the grievant
shall present thematter to the College
President or his/her designee. TheCOlleg~ Pre~iden~ or. his/her designee shall make his/herdeterml.natlon within ten (10)
working days after thematter
's. pres~nted to him/her and after appropriate
consultatIon with any or all parties to the grievance.
provIded, however, that if the employee
has not re-quested
.that the Union
representative present the mat.ter on h~s/her behalf, no such
determination shall bem~de wIthout two (2) days prior
notification of thegnevance, by the College
President.or his/her designeeto the UnIon.
STEP III
- Grievance Board
The gri~~ant or the President of the Union may appeal
t~e deCIsion made under Step" to the Nassau Commu-My.College Grievance Board within five (5) days
afterreceIpt of such decision. Hearings
shall begin no laterthan ten (10) days after the receipt of notice of appeal.
The procedure for the processing
of the grievancebefore the College Grievance Board shall be as set forthby the rules and regulations
of such Board. The Griev.
ance Boar~ shall issue a written
decision within twenty(20) working days from the date hearings
are can.dud~d. The determination of the Grievance Board shall
~rov~de for retroact~ve pay in the event that the County
~sultImately determ,ned to be wrong in a matter invo/v.Ing loss of pay
and shall be retroactive
as to seniority ina m~tter where
t~~ County was wrong as to seniority.C.oP/es of the d~Clslon of the Grievance
Board are to beglve~ to the grievant,
the President of the Union,
thePre~Ident of the College, the County Executive, and theO(flCe of labor Relations.
If
~ithin five (5) days of receipt of the
decision of theGnevance Board either the grievant, if an individual;
the
174
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President of the Union; the President of the College or
the Office of Labor Relations objects to the Grievance
. Board's decision, they may appeal the decision to Advi-
sory Arbitration by serving written notice to th.e County
Executive, PERB, the Office of Labor Relations, the
Grievance Board and all other parties to the grievance.
Failure to appeal the Grievance Board's decision in the
manner specified above, shall mean the Grievance Board's
decision stands.
STEP IV . Advisory Arbitration
Selection of an Arbitrator
Within ten (10) working days of receipt of written notice
of appeal to Advisory Arbitration, PERB shall supply to
each party a list of seven (7) qualified arbitrators from
the list of mediators, fact finders, and arbitrators of
PERB.
The parties shall then meet and make their selection of
an arbitrator in the following manner: Each party shall
alternately strike from the list one of the names, with the
order of striking determined by lot, and the last remain-
ing person shall be designated as the Grievance Ar~itr~.
tor. The name striking process shall be completed within
five (5) days of receipt of the list from PERB. Upon the
failure of either party to participate in the selection
process, all names on the list shall be deemed acceptable
to it.
If, within one week of their selection, the parties cannot
obtain a commitment from the selected arbitrator to
serve, a request shall be made to PERB to assign an
arbitrator, and the parties will be bound by such selec-
tion of PERB.
Should PERB not submit a list of qualified. arbitrators to
the petitioning party within ten (10) working days of
receipt of a written request for said list, the petitioning
party may file a demand within ten (10) working days for
advisory arbitration with the American Arbitration Asso-
ciation in accordance with the procedures of the Ameri-
can Arbitration Association.
Decision of the Arbitrator
The selected arbitrator will hear the matter promptly and
will issue his/her decision not later than thirty (30)
calendar days from the close of the hearing, or if oral
24
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arguments have been waived then the date oi IInal
statements and proofs are submitted to him/her. The
arbitrator will set forth his/her findings of fact, reason-
Ing an~ conclusions on the issue in writing to the County
Executive, the Union, the President of the College and
the grievant, if an individual.
Cost of Arbitration
The cost for the services of the arbitrator, including
expenses, if any, will be shared equally by the County/
College and the Union, or the individual grievant where
the grievance is not processed under Union auspices.
Appeal of Arbitrator's Oecision
Within five (5) days of receipt of the arbitrator's decision
the President of the College, the Union or the individual
grievant, where the grievance is not processed under
Union auspices, may appeal the arbitrator's decision to
the County Executive for a final determination. Such
appeal s~all be in writing and served on all other parties
to the .gnevance at the time it is served on the County
Executive. If the arbitrator's decision is not appealed to
the .C.ounty Executive within this five (5) day period, the
decIsion of the arbitrator shall stand.
STEP V -County Executive
If the. arbitrator's decision is appealed, the County
Exe~utlve may,
~t his discretion, hold a hearing with all
~artles to th~ gnevance present. The County Executive's
final determination of the grievance shall be based on
the grievance record, the findings of fact as established
therein, and other relevant factors.
Any pa.rty sha~'.be enti~led to submit briefs to the County
Executive by flhng a Notice of Intent to do so within five
(5) da~s of the sending of a Notice of Appeal by the
appealrng party. Briefs shall then be submitted within
fifteen (15) days, and reply briefs (if any) within five (5)
days thereafter.
For purposes of the County Executive's determination
and for any Article 78 proceeding which is instituted t~
challenge that determination, the grievance record shall
includ~. the briefs permitted hereby, if any.
In additIOn to the grievance record. the County Executive
may consider any other relevant factors.
Should the County Executive fail to render a final deter-
mination in writing within fifteen (15) days of receipt of
17-6.4
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the arbitrator's decision, or notice of appeal. the deci-
sion of the arbitrator shall stand.
Grievance Procedure - Miscellaneous Provisions
This grievance procedure shall not be used to adjust a
complaint where:
The law establishes and requires a specific procedure
and method of redress inconsistent with the procedures
herein established, or the Board is without authority to
act.
Failure at any step of the procedure provided herein to
communicate a decision on a grievance within the
specified time limits shall permit the grievant to proceed
to the next step.
Failure at any step of this procedure to appeal a griev-
ance to the next step within the specified time limits,
shall be deemed to be a waiver of the right to appeal.
For the purpose of these grievance procedures, the term
-day" means working day unless otherwise specified.
Conferences and hearings held under the procedure
provided herein shall be conducted at a time and place
which will afford a fair and reasonable opportunity for.
all persons entitled to be present at such conference or
hearing to attend. When such conference or hearing is
held during working hours, all individuals necessary for
the conference or hearing shall be excused without loss
of pay for that purpose.
Grievances shall be recorded on the standard grievance
form as provided in Appendix 4 attached hereto.
By mutual consent, the parties may expedite the griev-
ance procedures established herein.
19-1
SECTION 18
ACADEMIC SENATE
It is the Academic Senate of Nassau Community College
that shall provide the College community with a voice in
general educational goals and policies as well as other
matters of concern to the College community. The
Academic Senate shall have responsibilities and powers
in the following areas unless otherwise restricted by law
and the provisions of this contract.
To examine, approve and recommend curricula for
examination by the President and the Board of Trustees.
19-1. 1
19-2
19-2. 1
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18-1.2 To recommend requirements for admission, degrees,
and graduation.
To formulate and propose academic policies including
policies on class size, academic advisement, educational
TV, and academic calendar for the consideration of the
President and the Board of Trustees.
To provide a forum for the consideration of academic
matters of mutual interest to the College community.
To formulate and propose policies in those aspects of
student life which relate to the educational process.
The Academic Senate shall annually publish an updated
list of the Academic Departments.
The Academic Senate shall mean that association repre-
senting full-time faculty and Administration (as defined
by contract) and students of Nassau Community Col-
lege.
The proportional representation of the membership of
the Academic Senate as of 78-79 academic year shall
remain unchanged during the life of this contract.
In addition there shall be one (1) Senator appointed by
the President of the NCCFT and one (1) Senator from
and elected by all faculty not attached to academic
departments.
18-1.3
18-1.4
18-1. 5
18-1.6
18-2
18-3
18-4
SECTION 19
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT
CHAIRPERSONS
The academic department Chairperson is a member of
the instructional faculty and shall function as the chief
academic officer of his/her department. He/she shall
carry out the department's policiesas wellas those of
the faculty, administration, and the Board of Trustees
which are related to it and generally supervise and
coordinate the activities of the department.
Department Chairpersons will be responsible for the
conduct of instructionat Nassau CommunityCollege
during the day, evening and summer sessions.
ELECTION
Each academic department will electa Chairperson at a
department meeting in April. Election shall be for a four
(4) year term, and the Chairperson shall assume his/her
duties on the August 20th of the year in which he/she
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IS elected, All full.time laculty 01 the department may
vote. Balloting shall be secret with a majority vote of the
department necessary lor election The Chairperson
must hold both academic rank and aC.:1demic tenure. An
individual can be elected for more than one term.
In the case of resignation, retirement or removal, the
department shall hold a new election within one (1)
month prior to that date for the remainder of the term
of office. Should a vacancy occur in the interim, the
secretary of the P & B Committee shall function as
temporary Chairperson.
The Academic Vice President-and/or the Dean of Instruc-
tion shall submit an annual report to each department
which will include the evaluation of the Chairperson's
effectiveness. The department Chairperson shall also
submit an annual report of the departmental activities
for the year. The subject contents of these reports will be
outlined by the Administration in concert with the
Union.
The Vice President of Academic Affairs and/or the Dean
of Instruction shall have the right to remove a depart-
ment Chairperson after a minimum of one semester
service for just cause.
Notice shall be presented at least thirty (30) days prior to
removal. The Chairperson so removed shall be entitled
to a copy of particulars regarding this action. This
decision shall be subject to the contract Step III level
grievance procedure. The Step III decision ma~ be ap-
pealed through the remaining steps of the gnevance
procedure.
In the event a Chairperson is granted a sabbatical leave
for either one semester or a full year, the Department,
following contractual procedures for the election of the
Chair, shall elect an Acting Chairperson for that semes-
ter or academic year. If the sabbatical is for the Spring
semester or for an academic year, the Acting Chairper-
son shall function in that capacity for the Summer
Session under the terms and conditions of the NCCFT
Contract. The result of that election, in order to be
certified, should be filed with the Dean of Instruction
and the NCCFT.
DUTIES
In order to maintain standards and insure academic
(k)
(I)
28
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(a)
excellence within the department, the Chalrperson'~
responsibilities shall include but not be limited to the
following:
Convene and chajr regular meetings of the departmem
at which time the Chairperson.should report the actions
of departmental committees and also information con-
cerning administrative policies and/or directives.
Have responsibility for departmental correspondence
and departmental records.
Have responsibility for the allocation of funds and the
implementation of the departmental budget with the
approval of the Vice President of Academic Affairs.
Approval shall not be denied except for unusual circum-
stanc~s whj~h shall be communicated to the depart-
ment In writing.
Consider and implement the policies of the Personnel
and Budget Committee and other committees and
report these actions to the departmental faculty. In
those cases in which there is a disagreement between
the Chairperson and P & B Committee, or other commit-
tees, the issue shall be reported 'to the department for
resolution, except in the matter of normal personnel
decisions.
Coordinate and supervise the activities of the allocated
clerical staff of the department.
Serve as ex officio member of thE! departmental aca-
demic committees and coordinate the activities of these
comm!ttees and report these actions on a regular basis.
CoordInate the academic advisement and registration
procedures with the department.
Supervise and manage the physical facilities under the
jurisdiction of the department.
Transmi~ the tentative departmental budget to the
appropriate dean or vice president with his/her own
recommenda tions.
Represent the department in articulation with other
departments, the administration, and outside agencies
concerning educational activities.
Be responsible for promoting the academic growth of all
members of the department.
Serve as Chairperson of the departmental P & B
Committee.
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
U)
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\m) Be available during the periods of registration for consul-
tation.
. .
Participate in and supervise the process by whICh adjunct
faculty are evaluated.
.
Be responsible for selection of day adjunct f ~culty follow-
ing established College policy. .The Chairpersons of
Student Personnel Services and Library shall be respon-
sible for and coordinate all hours of departmental
functions and activities. In addition, the Chairperson of
SPS will:
(1) Implement departmental policies on student devel
opmental and educational issues.
(2) Communicate departmental input on student d~
velopmental and educational issues to the appropn-
ate dean or vice president.
In order to insure the maintenance of quality in the
educational programs, the Department ~hair~ersons,
who report to the Dean of Instruction, will be I~volve~
in the assignment and evaluation of fac~lty In. t~elr
respective departments, in accordance with eXisting
contractual provisions.
.,
Department Chairpersons will be responsible to Insure
that individual courses are taught according to t~e
approved outline, so that students ~ave ~he op~ortUnity
to achieve the objectives set forth an said outh~es.
Department Chairpersons shall have the following spe-
cific duties:
( 1) Recommend course offerings .and course schedules
within allocated time blocks with the approval of the
Dean of Instruction. .
(2) Review and evaluate the credenti~'s of all fac~lty.
(3) Maintain a list of courses for whlC~ .each a~Ju~ct
faculty member is academically quahfled, which hst
will be updated annually.
(4) Coordinate the evaluation of. a~jun~t faculty as
requested by.the College Administration and pro-
vided by contract.
(5) Schedule at least two informational fa~ulty meet-
ings during the academic year at a time when
adjunct faculty can attend.
.
(6) Consistent with the Policies and Procedures fo~ the
Assignment and Evaluation of Faculty as contained
(n)
(0)
(p)
(q)
(r)
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Number of Full time
Equivalent Faculty
a. 1-3
b. 4- 5
c. 6- 10
d. 11-15
e. 16- 22
f. 23- 32
g. 33.43
h. 44+
(d)
19-5
19-6
19-6.1
in Appendix 5. recommend the assignment of fac-
ulty in the evening and summer sessions in accor-
dance with appropriate contract provisions.
(7) Level classes per Academic Senate guidelines.
19-4
19-4.1
WORK WEEK
During the fall and spring semesters, academic depart-
ment Chairpersons, exclusive of Library and SPS Chair-
persons, shall:
Be on campus and available for the performance of
College duties and teaching assignments for four (4)
days per week; and
Be present on the campus for 6 3/4 hours on average,
on each of such days; and
Perform their College duties no less than 4 3/4 hours on
each such day; and
Post office hours to cover departmental duties, based on
the following.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Released Time
Office Hrs.
Per Week
6 hours per year 4hours
9 hours 'per year 5hours
12 hours per year 6hours
15 hours per year 7hours18 hours per year 8hours
21 hours per year 9hours
24 hours per year 10 hours
27 hours per year. 12 hours
. Excluding English Department Chair
who shall be granted 21 hours per
year.
RELEASED TIME
Released time to department Chairpersons shall be
granted as above except when a national accrediting
agency requires some modifications. The Chairperson of
the Library shall be relieved of all departmental duties in
order to carry out his/her duties as a Chairperson.
EVENING/SUMMER OFFICE HOURS
Department Chairpersons will schedule evening office
hours for the Fall/Spring based on 14-week semesters.
31
FTE SIZE OF
MULTIPLIERDEPARTMENT
1-5 2.0a.
2.5b. 6-11
12-18 3.0c.
d. 19-25 3.5
26-32 4.0e
4.5f. 33-38
39-45 5.0g.
46-52 5.5h.
53 + 6.0I,
FTE
30-36
, 25-29
19-24
13-18
7-12
1-6
19-6.2
19-6.3
19-6.4
19-6.5
19..6.6
Chairperson
Office Hours/Sem.
72 Hours
60 Hours
48 Hours
36 Hours
24 Hours
12 Hours
Summer office hours shall fo~lowthe same schedule.
Office hours will be on a flexible schedu!e.
No one shall be required to schedule office hours more
than two nights per week. b hThe schedule of specific hours will be approved
y t e
Dean of Instruction. . dDepartment Chairpersons will normally not be reqUIre
tafter June 15. However. Departmen
~~~:po;s~~~~~s their designe~s shall
~~ ava~~:~s
for
emer ency purposes to deal with speci ICpro ..
The s~hedule of office hours is independent ?f the time
sent for contract sign-up and grade colle~lon.
T~e above office hours are to be sche~uled Indhe:~~d:~~
of the contract signing process supervised by t P
ment Chairperson.
STIPEND
d t the rate of 1.67%Chairpersons shall be ~ompe
d
nsate a
k multiplied by theof the first step of their aca emlc ran
number indicated below:
FTE
37-48
49-60
61-72
73-84
85-96
97 +
19-6.7
19-6.8
19-7
In the event that a Chairperson is assigne~ to evaluate
evening division faculty members, said Chairperson shall
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FTE-
30-36
25-29
19-24
13-18
7-12
1-6
19-7.2
19-7.3
19-7.4
19-7.5
20-1
19-7.1
be compensated at the rale of $24 per evaluation.
Effective September I, 1997, September I, 1998, Sep.
tembt:r 1, 1999 the rate of compensation shall be
adjusted by the CPI-U as per Section 21.
Based on the annual HE (Evening/Summer from prior
year) in the departments. the following will be the
compensation for the department Chairpersons' duties
in the evening and summer sessions:
FACULTY D£SIGNATED
--CHAIRPERSON FOR OFFICEHOURS
ANNUAL FTP ANNUAL
18 Contact Hours 37-48 3 Contact Hours
15 Contact Hours 49-60 6 Contact Hours
12 Contact Hours 61-72 9 Contact Hours
9 Contact Hours 73-84 12 Contact Hours
6 Contact Hours 85-96 15 Contact Hours
3 Contact Hours 97 + 18 Contact Hours
- Rounded to the nearest integer.
- -Faculty designated must be tenured.
This compensation shall be included in the annual
maximum total of 18 contact hours. Thus, a department
Chairperson who receives 1B contact hours for the
additional duties provided herein, would not be permit-
ted to teach adjunct, and one who receives 12 contact
hours would be permitted to teach a maximum of six
hours, etc.
Seniority credit will accrue on a semester basis,
Compensation for coordination and office hours shall be
at the rate of 1.67 percent (1.67%) per contact hour of
the individual's full-time academic rank at Step 1.
Courses taught during the evening and summer sessions
will be paid at the prevailing rate.
SECTION 20
ASSISTANT TO CHAIR
In certain academic departments a member of the
teaching faculty will be granted released time to assist
the chair in the administration of departmental activi-
ties. This individual willbe considered itn Assistant to the
Chair and will in no way alter the role of the secretary of
33
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20-1. 1
20-2
20-3
20-4
20-5
rsonnel .Jnd Budget Committee. , ,the Pe ,
'
t the Assistant to the Chair ISThe Chiur who nomina ~s
20 The P & Bth one who takes offICe on August,e,
hl
'
ch takes office on September 1 approvesCommittee w
Ch
'ointment of the Assistant to the Jlr. ,the app
b 'th academic rank will beA tenured faculty mem er WI
I fI t d by the Department Chair with the approva ase ec e
Committee and will serve a term of ,~ne year.t
T~e ~~,Bidual may be reappointed to said pOSItIOn ,aftere I~ IV
ir erson and the P & BCommittee.
;~:~~~e~Yo~ht~~~:sfstant to the Chair w~ b~ ,t~ a~~~s~
the chair in those areas of departmental a m
l
lnls
C
ra
h las'. d
'
t P & B approva, su .h
'
ch d o not require Irec Iw I kl d de partmentato surveys faculty war oa ,responses
'. uiries on curriculum, ad-offerings and procedures, Inq
. blevisement, placement, and problems of non-grleva
nature.
h '
,
those depart-There will be an Assistant to th~ C air In ,
f It
'
h'ch there are thirty-five (35) full-time ac~ y.ments In WI.
h rs of released timeThe Assistant will receive three(3) au
per semester,
21-1
SECTION 21
SALARY
,
b 1 1995 all salaries shall be frozenEffective Septem er, ,
31 1995 No step
~~c::~~~~~i;~ b:f~~~~t~~ f~~~~;t 1995-1996' academic
year.
,
be 1 1996 all salaries shall remainEffective Septem r" 5 N tefrozen at the level in effect on August 31, 199 .
~
s ,P
increment will be granted for the 1996-1997 aca emlc
year,
,
b 1 1997 all salaries shall be in-Effectlv
d
e
byS~~t:~o~~t ~qual t~ the percentage increasecrease
. York-Northeast Newin the Consumer Price Index (~~~) for the twelve (12)Jersey, All ~rban
co~su~~sarch 1996-1997, Notwith-
mont~ period Marc
th~ increase shall not be less thanstanding the above
h' 3 501 fu rther all faculty, exclud-2 O°lcnor greater t an . 10.,
IIi~g t~ose at the top step of their respective scale, sha
advan,ce one step bon ~he ,s;~~ry
~~a~:'laries shall be in-
~:::~~~eb:~~t:~o~~t ~qual t~ the percentage increase
21-9
21-7.2
21-2
21-7.3
21-3 21-8
21-4
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21-5
in the Consumer Price Index (New York.Northeast New
Jersey, All Urban Consumers CPI-U) for the twelve ( 12)
month period March to March 1997-1998. Notwith-
standing the above, the increase shall not be less than
2,5% nor greater than 3.5%. further, all faculty, exclud.
ing those at the top step of their respective scale, shall
advance one step on the salary scale.
Effective September
"
1999, all salaries shall be in-
creased by an amount equal to the percentage increase
in the Consumer Price Index (New York.Northeast New
Jersey, All Urban Consumers CPI-U) for the twelve (12)
month period March to March 1998-1999. Notwith-
standing the above, the increase shall not be less than
2,5% nor greater than 4.0%. further, all faculty, exclud-
ing those at the top step of their respective scale, shall
advance one step on the salary scale.
Increments shall not be automatic after contract expira-
tion.
faculty members shall have their salaries adjusted in
recognition of advanced study as follows:
Effective September
"
1995, faculty members, except
full professors, holding a Masters Degree plus 30 credits
shall be entitled to $600.00. Commencing September
"
1998, faculty members, except full professors, holding
a Masters Degree plus 30 credits shall be entitled to
$900.00.
Effective September
"
1995, faculty members, except
full professors, holding an earned Doctorate shall be
entitled to $900.00. Commencing September
"
1998,
faculty members, except full professors, holding an
earned Doctorate shall be entitled to $1200.00.
In no event shall the total annual advanced study
differential exceed $1200.00.
A minimum yearly salary increase as the result of a
promotion shall be S 150.00 on the base salary excluding
any advanced study differential (except on promotion to
full professor) beyond what said faculty member would
have received had he/she not been promoted. When
being promoted to full professor, the advanced study
differential will be added to the base salary before
calculating the minimum salary increase.
lag payroll monies withheld in Spring 1992, shall be
repaid to the employees on or before September
"
21.6
21-7
21-7.1
35
"
..
22-1
22-1. 1
2.2-2
22-3
~~'-
,- .
200 I. or at separation. whichever is sooner. at the salary
rate then in effect.
22-4
SECTION 22
SICK LEAVE
Sick leave with pay willaccumulate at the rate of on.e-half
(1/2) day for each bi-weekly period up to a maximum
accumulation of 160 days for classroom faculty and 190
days for non-classroom and professional fa.culty.
The aforesaid reference to 160 days shall be Increased to
180 days effective September 1. 1997.
The accumulation begins with the first day of employ-
ment at the College. .
In the case of absence of classroom faculty due to IlIne~5
or pregnancy, classes will be covered by a no~-pald
substitute or by a paid substitute. The cancellation of
classes due to classroom faculty absence should onl.y
occur if a substitute cannot be obtained. If class IS
canceled or covered by a paid substitute. sick leave will
be charged. (See Appendix 2) If class is covered by a no~-
paid substitute. sick leave will not be charged. The paid
substitute rate shall be $33 per contact hour. Effect
September 1, 1997, September 1, 1998, and S~ptember
1, 1999, the rate of compensation shall be adjusted by
the CPI-U as per Section 21 .
Classes covered by a full-time teaching faculty member
for an absent member shall be wholly voluntary and only
during periods outside the teaching schedule and po~ted
office hours of said individual. No one shall be penalized
for refusing to cover another faculty me~ber's class.
If the College decides to utilize a substitute for non-
classroom or professional faculty. payment shall be at
the current agreed overtime rate.
25-2
22-5
SEalON 23
SUPPLEMENTAL SICK LEAVE
Supplemental sick leave may be grant~d, at the request
of the faculty member at the discretion of the President, to. a fa~ulty
member who has used up all of his/her sic~ le~ve, va.catlon time,
personal leave and compensatory time, and ISstili too IIIto work as
evidenced by a certificate of a doctor. A faculty member granted
supplemental sick leave shall receive one-half (1/2) the compensa-
36
tion that he/she would have been paid had he/she continued to
serve in the position he/she hi)d at the time such leave was
iJuthorized. The amount of supplemental sick leave shall not exceed
a period equal to two (2) biweekly pay periods for each year of
actual completed service.
SECTION 24
CATASTROPHIC LEAVE
Normally in cases of catastrophic illness. the President
may elect to extend the benefit (Supplemental leave) to all faculty
for a period not to exceed six (6) months. However, based upon
exigent circumstances. he/she may in his/her discretion exceed said
period. The decision of the President shall not be grievable.
25-1
SECTION 25
SABBATICAL LEAVE
Sabbatical leaves are awards made by the 80ard of
Trustees to .those eligible members of the faculty who
propose projects to be carried out on released time, i.e.,
activities relevant to their discipline, which will enhance
their professional competence and will enrich their
teaching and/or service to the institution upon their
return to the College. Sabbatical leave may be granted
for one or more of the following: graduate study, study
for professional enrichment, research and/or travel in
relevant fields, writing or other experience of profes-
sional merit. A faculty member who does not have the
highest reJevant degree in his/her field may only apply
for a sabbatical to pursue graduate study. This provision
may be waived by the College President upon recom-
mendation of the Sabbatical Committee
The number of sabbaticals to be granteJ each year
shall be:
.
1995.96 10 full year at half (1/2) pay
14 half (1/2) year at full pay
1996-97 to full year at half (1/2) pay
14 half (1/2) year at full pay
1997.98 10 full year at half (1/2) pay
14 half (1/2) year at full pay
37
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1998-99 10 lull year at half (1/2) pay
14 half (1/2) year at full pay
1999-00 10 full year at half (1/2) pay
14 half (1/2) year at full pay
25-3 Sabbaticals approved in the 1999-2000 academic year
shall take effect during 2000-2001 and shall be covered
by the provisions of this contract.
Eligibility shall be limited to those faculty members who
have tenure and who have completed at least six (6)
consecutive years of service within the College from the
date of their full-time professional appointment or the
expiration of the academic year of their previous sabb~ti-
cal leave. Periods of leave of absence other than sICk
leave with salary and periods of part-time service are not
included but are not deemed interruptions of otherwise
consecutive service.
Individuals approved for sabbatical leave will receive half
(1/2) salary for the full contract year or full salary for half
a contract year. A sabbatical leave is not deemed an
interruption of otherwise consecutive service. Faculty
members on sabbatical leave cannot accept assign-
ments at other academic institutions. In the case of
assignments at foreign universities or other acader.nic
institutions offering unusual experiences, an exception
may be made with the approval of the Sabbatical L~ave
Committee and the President. There shall be no fixed
quotas by department.
.Applications for sabbatical leave shall be submitted to
the department Personnel & Budget Committee through
its Chairperson or appropriate Dean or Director for
review and recommendation and then forwarded to the
Sabbatical leave Committee before November 30th of
the year preceding the academic year in which the
sabbatical leave is desired. Each application shall include
a prospectus of the intended activity and should state
the applicant's intention to continue as a member of the
faculty for a minimum period of one (1) year after th.e
expiration of the leave, and his/her agreement to submit
a written report of his/her activity to his/her department
upon return.
The applicant shall normally be notified by February 1st
25-4
25-5
25.6
25-7
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27-1
27-2
25-8
of the academic year preceding his/her sabbatical leave
of the Committee's dction.
If the Board of Trustees shall fail to grant a sabbatICal
leave to a faculty member recommended for such leave
by the Sabbatical Committee, they should do so only for
compelling reasons which shall be communicated to the
applicant in writing. Such refusal shall constitute grounds
for appropriate grievance.
In no case shall a sabbatical leave be granted to a faculty
member who has not been recommended by the Sab-
batical Committee even though the quota may not be
filled. If the denial of leave is sustained, the sabbatical
leave shall go to the highest ranked alternate.
25.9
26-1
SECTION 26
PERSONAL LEAVE
Each member of the classroom faculty will be granted a
maximum of four (4) days annually for personal and/or
professional reasons. These willbe subtracted from sick
leave only when utilized. In the case of classroom
faculty, class coverage will be in accordance with the
stipulations under sick leave.
Each work year, non-classroom and professional faculty
will be entitled to no more than five (5) days for personal
and/or professional reasons which may not be accumu-
lated.
In those cases where faculty attend professional
meet-ings at the request of the College
Administration or as
a result of a subpoena issued in a court proceeding or by
an agency created by the government or the courts in a
suit against the College by a third party, no leave time
will be charged.
26-2
26-3
SECTION 27
PROfESSIONAL AND MILITARY LEAVES
Professional leave is a leave of absence without pay to
study, conduct research and travel where travel is neces-
sary to effectuate said research and study in furtherance
of their professional competence or to hold a tempqrary
appointment.
The appropriate Dean or Vice President, with the ap-
proval of the President, may grant such a leave. No
39
28-3
28-4
27-3
b~l1eflls of ,my 'lature including but nol limited to
tenure, promotion, health insurance, sabbalic~ls, and
salary Increments will be paid or accrued dunng said
leave. Faculty members may maintain health Insurance
at their own cost; classroom faculty shall pay one-half (1/
2) the annual cost per semester. However, such leave
will not be considered an interruptipn of otherwise
consecutive service.
In the event a professional leave is granted to accept an
educational grant funded by a nonprofit organization
and/or a government agency, then the above men-
tioned benefits, except time for tenure, shall continue to
accrue to the faculty member. Military service leaves
shall be granted as provided by law.
29.1
SECTION 29
COllEGE BUSINESS
In Ihose cases where faculty members are formally
requested in writing by the appropriate Dean or Super.
vIsing Administrator to:
Attend professional meetings; or
I-,Jru(.l/Jate In a court proceeding as a result of a sub.
poena issued by a court, or by any agency created by the
government of the County, in a suit against the College
by a third party; or
Participate in out-of.<:Iassroom activities which dre di-
rectly related to classroom instruction, and which are
funded by the College's operating budget, the faculty
member will be deemed to be on College business, and
no leave time will be charged for su.ch attendance or
participation.
With the approval of the Administration, coaches may
convert more than four (4) sick days into personal days
for the purpose of coaching teams at away games.
This benefit will also apply in cases where the request is
initiated by a faculty member via the applicable depart-
mental procedures, and is formally approved in writing
by the appropriate Dean or Supervising
Administrator.
28-1
SECTION 28
PARENTAL lEAVE
Specific leaves for the purpose of child care shall be
granted to a member of the faculty upon notificati~n to
the President and application for such leave, provIded
the applicant has legal responsibility for the care and/or
support of said child.
The duration of such leave shall ordinarily be for no more
than one (1) year. An extension of such leave shall be
permitted on request for a period not in excess of one (1 )
year from the end of the original leave upon the
recommendation of the President and the approval of
the Board of Trustees. Leaves for the purpose of caring
for a child shall be granted without pay.
Where the service of a member of the faculty is inter-
rupted by reason of absence on a leave fo~ the purpose
of caring for a child, the period of credItable se~lCe
preceding such absence shall be counted In computing
the years of service required for tenure, promotion,
sabbatical, and seniority.
For the purpose of child care, non<lassroom and profes-
sional faculty member may choose and be granted by
the Supervising Administrator a reduced work load, not
to exceed fifty percent (50%), with a pro-rated redudlo.n
in pay for one semester. This redudion in w.ork load will
not affed any benefits the faculty member ISentitled to
as a full-time employee.
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SECTION 30
HOLIDA YS
The number and names of the holidays for members of
the faculty will vary from year to year, depending on the
Administrative and Academic Calendars.
The Academic Calendar shall be published and shall
indicate College holidays as well as the winter and spring
recesses for the teaching members of the faculty.
Non-classroom and professional faculty will have the
following holidays: New Year's Day, Martin Luther King,
Jr. Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Flag Day,
Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day.
There will be five (5) additional paid holidays to be
announced by the President at the start of each work
year. These holidays will provide the necessary flexibility
to relate the Administrative Calendar to the Academic
Calendar.
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SEalONS 31
VACATIONS - NON-CLASSROOM
AND PROFESSIONAL FACULTY
.
All non-classroom and professional f.)culty members will
be entitled to twenty-six (26) working days vacation.
Vacations are based on the work year. Employees
starting after September 1st are e~tjtled to a redu~ed
vacation on a pro-rated basis. Effectlve?1 1/95, vacation
may be accrued up to 60 days. Effective 9/1/97, vaca-
tion may be accrued up to 80 days.
Vacations must be scheduled to minimize departmental
interruptions. Non-classroom and professional faculty
holding student-related positions should schedule vac~-
tions and personal leaves to coincide with acad~~1C
holidays or during periods of reduced student act~vlty.
All vacations are subject to approval of the supervIsing
administrators.
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SEalON 32
JURY DUTY
Jury duty and all court time on County business shall be
'd on the basis of a normal work week. faculty members shall
~ea~it to the County all sums received for jury du~y.b~yond t~o
weeks of such service. Upon presentation of an offICialJury notICe
to the department Chairperson or Supervisor, faculty shall be
allowed to serve on a jury with no charge to their accumulated leave
time.
33-'
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SEalON 33
HEALTH INSURANCE
The County shall fully pay the health insur ance premiums
of active and retiring employees electing plans under
Article XI of the 'New York State Civil Service Law. ~hose
employees electing to remain with a HMO will be
allowed to do so; however, they must bear th~ cost
difference between the HMO premiums and the highest
of the premiums paid under Article XI of the New York
State Civil Service Law. This difference will be taken as a
payroll deduction.
.
In the event that during the term of this agreement, any
other County bargaining unit negotiates any improve-
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ment In Ihe current hl?c1lth plan which shall be cli~(tlvc
dUring the term of Ihls contract, then tills dgri:?~mellt
shall be re.opened to negotiate with respect 10 such
improvement in the h~.1Ithp/.1n.
If a National HeJlth Insurance PIJn IS enact~J ,lnt!
mandated by the Federal Governmerll to cover me,n.
bers of the negotiating unit or if said plan ISoption.11.:md
adopted by the Nassau County Legislature, then memo
bers of the negotiating unit Shc111receive said bendllS,
however, if said benefits are less than benefils previously
received under this contract by members of the negoli-
ating unit, the County shall furnish additional benefits
comparable to those omitted in the Federal Pldn Ihal
were previously enjoyed under contract.
In the event that any health plan offered under the New
York State Civil Service Law is terminated, the parties will
reopen negotiations with respect to the issue of any
increased cost for comparable health insurance ben-
efits.
If the cost of health insurance premiums increases after
the expiration of this contract and prior to the effective
date provided for in a successor agreement, employees
shall pay for any such increases through payroll deduc-
tions during the interim period.
The County shall have the right to change health insur-
ance providers without further bargaining so long as
benefits are not decreased.
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SECTION 34
OPTICAL PLAN
The County shall pay up to, but no more than, $115.00
toward a County selected Optical Plan for all full-time
faculty and the plan shall provide for family coverage
There shall be a two (2) month waiting period before
new employees shall be eligible for coverage.
Nothing herein shall be construed to confer any oblig~-
tion by the County to pay premiums for any optical plan
for any retired or retiring employees.
The County reserves the right, at any time, to change
optical plan providers so long as there is no decrease in
the benefit levels. Before making such change, the
County shall notify and accept comments from the
Union.
43
SECTION 36
LIFE AND DISABILITY INSURANCE
The County will provide a check~ff for the payment of
premiums for group life and disability insurance plans t.hat are to be
selected and completely paid for by the employees. If hfe Insurance
benefits are granted any other County bargaining unit during the
term of this agreement, then and in that event, this agreement shall
be re~pened to negotiate with respect to said life insurance
benefits for all employees covered under this agreement.
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SECTION 35
DENTAL PLAN
The County will contnbute $475 annually per employee
pro-rated on a monthly basis toward the cost of the
dental insurance plan chosen by the employee group.
Effective September 1, 1997, the County will contribute
$508 annually per employee pro-rated on a monthly
basis toward the cost of a dental insurance plan chosen
by the employee group.
..
Effective September 1, 1998, the County will contnbute
$541 annually per employee pro-rated on a monthly
basis toward the cost of a dental insurance plan chosen
by the employee group.
..
Effective September 1, 1999, the county will contnbute
$574 annually per employee pro-rated on a monthly
basis toward the cost of a dental insurance plan chosen
by the employee group.
Should dividends accrue from the dental plan purchased
by the NCCFT, such dividends will be remitted to the
County. The County shall have such auditing rights as are
necessary to enforce this clause. The NCCFTshall not
decrease its deductible, nor increase any benefit level
more than 20 percent (20%) over the life of this agree-
ment.
There shall be a two (2) month waiting period before
new employees shall be eligible for dental coverage. 39-2
39-3
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SECTION 37
DEATH BENEFIT
The estate of a deceased employee of the faculty shall be
entitled to be paid for all unused accumulated vacation time, sick
leave. and compensatory time at his or her pro-rate prevailing rate
of pay. However. if the faculty member has filed a .Designation of
Beneficiary With Contingent Beneficiary. with the retirement sys-
tem, such sum shall be paid to the beneficiary therein designated.
SECTION 38
ACCIDENTAL INJURY DEATH BENEFIT
For death due to accidental injury on the job. a member
of the faculty shall receive the sum of ten thousand dollars
($10.000) in addition to other due entitlements under this contract.
Such sum shall be paid to the estate of the employee; however, if
the employee has filed a "Designation of Beneficiary With Contin-
gent Beneficiary" with the retirement system, such sum .shall be
paid to the beneficiary therein designated.
39-1
SECTION 39
MILEAGE ALLOWANCE
Faculty required to use their private automobiles for off-
campus College business will be compensated at the
rate permitted under IRS regulations in accordance with
the mileage distance as determined by the County
Comptroller.
Authorization to use a private vehicle for College busi-
ness must be obtained in advance from the office of the
Vice President
- Administration.
In the event the County increases the mileage allowance
for any employee group, then this contract shall be
deemed modified to reflect said increase.
SECTION 40
ACADEMIC REGALIA
As the College requires faculty to wear academic regalia
(cap. gown. and hood) to certain College functions, the
College will assist in the procur~ment of this regalia as
follows:
It will be the individual's responsibility to purchase the
required regalia. The College will reimburse the indi-
vidual for the purchase of this regalia as follows:
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Regali.1 for .)n Associate. Bachelor or Master degree.
$75
Regalia for a Doctoral degree. $ I.S?
The College will reimburse the individual once for each
degree level acquired.
In order for the faculty member to be reimbursed. he/
she must present a copy of the paid bill enumera~ing the
purchase of the regalia with
~
Nassau County ~Ialm form
to the Accounts Payable section of the College s Procure-
ment Department. The regalia is then the permanent
properly of the faculty member. Regalia alrea.dy pro-
vided to present faculty members may be retained by
them. and no additional reimbursement will be made to
them unless they achieve a higher level degree.
SECTION 41
TERMINATION PAY
The classroom faculty member or his/her legal represen-
tative upon termination of service shall receive a cash
payment for the monetary value of his/her acc~m~lated
but unused sick leave at the time of such termination as
follows:
YEARS OF SERVICE % OF UNUSED SICK LEAVE
Less than 15 years
15-19 years
20 or more years
50%
75%
100%
A non-classroom or professional faculty member or h.is/
her legal representative, upon termination of service
shall receive a cash payment for the monetary value of
his/her accumulated but unused vacation time plus a
percentage of his/her sick time accumulated but unused
at the time of such termination as follows:
YEARS OF SERVICE % OF UNUSED SICK LEAVE
Less than 15 years
1 5-19 years
20 or more years
50%
75%
100%
46
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sealON 42
RETIREMENT
Full-time faculty are required to select one of the thre
retirement plans: TIAA-CREF, New York State feachel
Retirement System or New York State Employee Retlll
ment System.
Mandatory retirement shall be governed by the law an.
the regulations of the relevant retirement system.
42-2
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SECTION 43
EARLY RETIREMENT INCENTIVE
Fora faculty member who will reach his/her fjfty-seventl
(57) birthday, and who will have completed ten (10) 01
more years of full-time service as a member of the full
time faculty at Nassau Community College, the enroll
ment period for the election of the early retirement
incentive is from the date of said birthday for the
remainder of that year.
Failure to elect to retire early during the time period~
specified above will preclude any faculty member frorr
obtaining this benefit for the life of the agreement.
This benefit is not available to faculty members whc
elect an early retirement incentive under the terms
0'any other retirement system or TlAA/CREF.
Incentive: An eligible faculty member will receive ninety
percent (90%) of the final year's salary.
For purposes of this section only. .final year's salary. will
be defined as the base annual salary for the faculty
member, excluding advanced study differential, over-
time. termination pay, and any other compensation
additional to the base annual salary.
Payment of this early retirement incentive will be made
in equal annual installments over the course of aJive year
period, without interest. Upon early retirement under
section 43-1, the President of the Collegeshalldecideat
the request of the faculty member and based upon the
circumstances in each case, whether an employee shall
receive a lump sum cash payment of this incentive.
Should death occur during this payment period, the
remainder due from the incentive will be paid to the
estate of the deceased upon just demand.
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SECTION 44
DISCONTINUANCE OF SERVICE
A faculty ml!mber who resigns from the College or who
is terminated for other than budgetary reasons and subsequently is
re-employed by the College shall not be deemed to h:lVe continuous
employment. Such faculty member shall measure his/her seniority
from the date of re-employment.
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SEalON 45
TERMINATION FOR
FINANCIAL REASONS
If the services of a faculty member shalllJe terminated
for budgetary reasons, notice of termination shall be
given to the faculty member as follows:
If the termination is mandated or dictated by State
li~itatjon of available funds, notice will be given as soon
as that limitation becomes effective and shall take effect
at the end of the school year or such later date as may
be required.
If the termination results from a limitation of funds
dictated by the County, then at least one calendar year's
notice will be given before a dismissal.
These rules shall apply to both tenured and non- tenured
faculty.
If a faculty member is terminated for the above reasons
before the end of the period of appointment because of
a financial exigency or because of the discontinuance or
reduction of a program of instruction, the released
faculty member's place will not be filled by a replace-
ment within a period of two (2) years unless the released
faculty member has been offered reappointment and a
reasonable time within which to accept or decline. If a
faculty member is reappointed under this provision, his/
her service shall be deemed continuous.
In the event of the above, the reduction of the faculty
shall be on the following basis:
Reduction shall take place first i1'l1ong adjunct faculty
members, then non-tenured faculty members, and fi-
nally tenured members in the department affected
(subject to provisions of Notice of Non-Reappointment).
If two or more persons have the same seniority, decision
48
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as to who shall be dropped will be based upon worth
dl!termlned by procedures set forth by the Department
P & B Committee within the guidelines developed by the
Union and the Administration.
Fa.culty members who were employed by the College
pnor to the creation of a department shall have their
seniority assured on a college-wide basis. Conflicts of
seniority among faculty members with the same com-
mencement date of full-time employment in the depart-
ment shall be resolved by earlier dates of full-time
employment at the College, part-time employment at
the College, or date of letter of appointment to the
College, in that order. Every reasonable effort shall be
made to offer the faculty member employment in
another program in which the faculty member is pres-
ently qualified. Application for sabbatical leave for ~he
purpose of retraining shall be considered by the Sabbati-
calleave Committee.
46-1
SEalON 46
APPOINTMENT POLICY
FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATION
When a vacancy for a faculty position occurs in any
depart~ent, the members of the Personnel and Budget
Committee and the Chairperson of that Department (in
ca.s~ of non-aca~emjc department, the supervising ad-
mlnls~rator or his/her appointed representative) shall
constitute the Selection Committee for the purpose of
revie~ing appljcati~ns and credentials. interviewing
ca.ndldates, and makIng recommendations to the appro-
pnate Dean. The P & B Committee shall forward the
names of three recommended candidates, in rank order.
to the appropriate Dean for review. If a search does not
res~lt in three s.uccessful candidates, the President may
waive the reqUIrement for three candidates. The Dean
shall interview and select a candidate from this list. If the
Dean does not select the Department's first preference.
the Dean shall meet with the Department to explain his/
her reasons.
If none. of these candidates are found acceptable.
compelling reasons for this decision shall be communi-
cated in writing to the P & B Committee. If consultation
49
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with the P & B Committee does nol resolve the matter.
it may be subject to the appropriate grievance proc~-
dures, A new search cannot be initiated unless there tS
agreement with the Department or resolution by g~lev-
(lnce, In no case shall anyone be appointed to fill a
vacancy who has not received a favorable rec,ommenda-
tion from the departmental Selection Committee. Upon
positive referral. the successful candidate shall be ap-
pointed by the President. ,
"Current full-time temporanes, who received their ap-
pointment as a result of approved search proced,ures,
shall, on the recommendation of the P & B Committee.
be appointed to the first available vacancy, ,
A member of the faculty with a formal academIC rank or
a member of the professional faculty who leaves the
faculty ranks to take a twelve (1~) ":,o~th ~~sition within
the Administration shall have pnonty In fllhng an appro-
priate vacancy when returning to the department from
which he/she came. The department Chairpers~n and/
or the Personnel and Budget Committee may reJe~ the
appointment only on the grounds of la~k of professional
qualification, This rejection may be subject to the appro-
priate grievance procedure. He/~he ~hall be placed in the
first available appropriate opening In the de~artme,nt.
His/her position as to academic rank, professional title,
tenure, and department seniority will be the same as the
day he/she left the academic departm~nt or profes-
sional unit. Upon returning to the academic department
or professional unit, he/she shall assume the step he/she
would have had if the faculty member had not left the
department or unit. Seniority does not accrue when a
faculty member is out of the department,
.
A faculty member who has achieved tenure In one
department and becomes a member of another d,epart-
ment must apply for tenure when his/her probationary
period is completed. If tenure is not granted, that person
returns to the department where tenure is held under
the terms and conditions stated in the contract. If t,enure
is granted in a new department, ,then tenure tn the
previous department must be forfeited.
Time in rank of a member of the faculty who has moved
from one department to another may be use~ for
purposes of promotion. However. honorary rank achieved
does not count for promotion.
47-4
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SECTION 47
OVERLOAD
It is the intent of the College Administration to endeavor
to grant, through the procedures the College deems
appropriate, to full-time faculty members, preference in
overload for up to eighteen (18) contact hours per fiscal
year, Failure of the College to implement this policy shall
not be grievable.
Notwithstanding the above. the NCCFT agrees that
Section 47-1 of its agreement shall be suspended pend.
ing a determination of the competent court of highest
jurisdiction by way of plenary law suit, special proceed-
ing or administrative litigation as to the legality of the
determination of the Grievance Board in a certain award
rendered against the College and in favor of the Adjunct
Faculty Association bearing College Index Number 94-
95-1,
Further, subject to law and following a determination in
favor c:if the College, Section 47-1 shall be deemed
revised to provide "It shall be the policy of the College to
grant through procedures the College deems appropri-
ate, to full-time faculty members. preference in overload
assignments for up to eighteen (18) contact hours per
fiscal year. Failure of the College to implement this policy
shall not be grievable."
In the event that the College is unsuccessful in said
matter, Section 47 shall be deemed deleted.
47-2
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SECTION 48
REAPPOINTMENT AND
NON-REAPPOINTMENT
Nassau Community College subscribes to the Standards
for Notice of Non-Reappointment adopted by the Ameri-
can Association of University Professors on April 11,
1964. the text of which follows:
"Notice of Non-Reappointment. or of intention not to
recommend reappointment to the governing board,
should be given in writing in accordance with the
following standards:
Not later than March 1 of the first academic year of
service, if the appointment expires at the end of that
51
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yeJr; or. Ifone ye.u Jppointmentterminates during an
academic year. at least three months in advance of Its
termination.
Not later than December 15 of the second aCJdemic
year of service. if the appointment expires at the end of
that year; or, if an initial two-year appointment termi-
nates during an academic year, at least six months in
advance of its termination. At least twelve months
before the expiration of an appointment after two or
more years in the institution."
The initiative for non-reappointment of all faculty nor-
mally resides with the departmental Personnel and
Budget Committee. In the event of a decision of non-
reappointment by the aforementioned. the Personnel
and Budget Committee must normally notify the indi-
vidual concerned thirty (30) days prior to any recommen-
dation made to the Administration. The individual con-
cerned shall have the right to use the prescribed griev-
ance procedure.
All non-tenured faculty shall receive one year renewable
contracts until the expiration of their. probationary pe-
riod unless they are not reappointed.
Should the recommendation for non-reappointment
originate outside the department, it must be in writing,
indicating reasons for the recommendation and submit-
ted to all parties concerned. The Personnel and Budget
Committee will then reevaluate the recommendation
and make its position known to the President. The
individual concerned shall have the right to use the
appropriate grievance procedure.
. .,.
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ACJdemic Freedom and Tenure (1982).". (The 1982
document serves as primary outline for procedure as
modified by this Agreement). It is understood and
agreed that the above three documents shall be control-
ling in tenure dismissal cases except where the rights
and procedures contained in these documents are ex-
pressly waived or changed in the following paragraphs
of this agreement. It is also understood that the provi-
sions of the collective bargaining agreement shall be
observed and honored in any tenure dismissal hearing.
Tenured faculty members shall only be dismissed for
adequate and just cause.
For the purpose of tenure dismissal hearing, the nine
elected faculty members of the College's Promotion and
Tenure Committee (P & T) shall serve as the Hearing
Committee (Committee). This Committee shall deter-
mine if adequate and just cause exists to recommend the
dismissal of a faculty member. The two elected faculty
alternates may serve as replacements in case of disquali-
fication or resignation of one of the nine elected faculty
members. Only the nine elected members of the Com-
mittee may vote unless permanently replaced by an
alternate. No member of the Committee may be a party
to the final recommendation and/or discussions arriving
at any recommendation, and/or participate in the pro-
cess unless he or she was in attendance at all prior
meetings. A majority (which must be five votes) of the
Committee must agree on the final recommendation
and all decisions.
INFORMAL PROCEEDINGS:
If a recommendation for dismissal emanates from the
department Personnel and Budget Committee, the Presi-
dent or his designee shall investigate the charges and
shall discuss the matter with the faculty member and the
P & B Committee. If within thirty (30) working days there
is no mutual resolution, the College, upon the President's
recommendation. may begin formal proceedings against
the faculty member by issuing a formal finding of
probable cause to seek the faculty member's dismissal.
If a recommendation for dismissal emanates from out-
side the department, the President or his designee shall
discuss the charges with the fatuity member. If, within
thirty (30) working days, they cannot agree to a mutual
I .
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SECTION 49
DISMISSAL OF TENURED FACULTY
The College and the NCCFT agree that in all dismissal
cases involving tenured faculty the bargaining unit mem-
ber shall be guaranteed the rights and procedures
contained in the documents enacted by the American
Association of University Professors (AAUP) entitled: the
"Statement on Procedural Standards in Faculty Dismissal
Proceedings" (1958); the "1940 Statement on Principles
on Academic Freedom and Tenure" as amended (1978),
and the "Recommended Institutional Regulations of
i .
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resolution of the matter, the appropriate Dean and/or
Vice President shall discuss the matter with the faculty
member's department P & B Committee. In case the
faculty member is not attached to a department, the
discussions will be with the individual's immediate super-
visor. The faculty member shall be present at these
discussions. The P & B may seek to effect a fair adjust-
ment if possible. If no adjustment is possible, the P & B
Committee will so notify the Dean and/or Vice President.
The President may begin formal proceedings against the
faculty member by issuing a formal finding of probable
cause to seek the faculty member's dismissal.
The faculty member shall have the right to have a union
observer present during any stage of these informal
proceedings.
In both cases, the President shall send to the faculty
member the finding of probable cause thereby notifying
the faculty member of the charges. The faculty member
has a right to a hearing on the charges before the P & T
Committee. The hearing shall not be public unless so
requested by the faculty member in writing before the
hearing comme'hCes or on the record during the hearing.
fORMAL PROCEEDINGS:
After the faculty member has received notice of the
specific charges and has requested a hearing, the Presi-
dent shall notify the P & T Committee that a hearing is
required. The President's notification to the Hearing
Committee shall not contain the specific charges, but
only the fact that probable cause has been found and a
hearing has been requested. The charges and support-
ing papers will be submitted to the Committee accord-
ing to regular Committee procedures.
The faculty member shall not be suspended from his/her
classes or duties before or during the formal proceed-
ings unless justified by the threat of immediate harm to
any person. In no event shall a suspension take place
without notification to the faculty member's P & 8
Committee. Suspension shall be with full salary and
benefits.
The President may withdraw the charges and terminate
the matter at any time.
COMMITTEE PROCEDURE:
The Committee, after receiving notification that charges
54
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exist and that a (acuity member seeks a hearing, ;hal
notify the faculty member, the President, and the NCCFT
that a hearing will be conducted at a certain time and
place. A representative designated by the NCCFT may be
present during the hearings. The President may desig-
nate a representative to be present during the hearings.
The Committee may, with the consent of the parties
concerned, hold joint pre-hearing meetings in order to
simplify the issues, effect stipulations of facts. provide
for exchange of documentary or other information and
achieve such other appropriate pre-hearing objectives as
to make the hearing fair, effeCtive and expeditious, or
reach settlement.
Although the Committee is not expected to follow rules
of court procedure, all evidence concerning the case will
be duly recorded and the testimony of witnesses will be
received under oath of credibility. The record of the
hearings shall be made available to the faculty member
without cost. The Committee will consider only those
charges contained in the President's written Statement.
The elected Chairperson of the P & T Committee, shall,
upon the advice and consent of the Committee mem-
bers, make determinations, on the record, as to all
evidentiary and procedural matters. The Committee, in
accord with the procedures of the AAUP standards
referred to above and the NCCFT contract, shall deter-
mine the credibility of witnesses and evidence. The
Committee shall ask questions through one committee
member or the Chair in order to avoid undue delay.
The Committee will first hear testimony by the College's
witnesses as to the specific grounds for the dismissal.
The Committee shall have the option of questioning the
witnesses and reviewing all documents submitted by the
College. The faculty member shall have the opportunity
to respond and to be represented by Counsel. The
faculty member may call witnesses of his/her own
choosing. 80th parties shall have the right of cross
examination.
At the end of the hearing process, the Committee may
request oral argument and/or written briefs before
making its recommendation. Both the College and the
faculty member shall have the right to request oral
argument and/or the right to file a written brief. In either
55
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case the parties shall be given reasonable time to
prepare. The Committee shall meet at the end of all
these procedures and discuss the case based upon all the
facts In the record and make a written determination as
to each specific charge basing its decisions on specific
evidentiary and credibility finding with specific reference
to the record. The Committee shall communicate its
findings and recommendations in writing to the Presi-
dent and faculty member.
The President may withdraw the charges and terminate
the matter. At this point he may also impose any
sanctions the Committee has recommended or impose
any sanctions he deems appropriate but must at all times
base his/her decision upon the Committee's finding of
fact and credibility upon the record. The faculty member
may request a review of any imposed sanctions before
the College Board of Trustees.
BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
The Board may review the sanctions, but must do so
upon the Committee's findings of fact and credibility
based upon the record. The faculty member and any
representative he/she may choose, as well as the Union,
may argue orally or may submit written appeals to the
Board.
If the Board disagrees with the sanctions imposed, it
shall send the matter back to the President with its
written objections specifically referring to the record.
Th'e President will reconsider and issue a decision which
shall be final.
The burden of proof as to whether adequate and just
cause exists to dismiss the faculty member rests with the
College and will be satisfied only by clear and convincing
evidence of that fact as contained in the record.
SECTION SO
TEMPORARY APPOINTMENTS
Full-time temporary appointments shall follow the same
procedure as full-time permanent appointments even if
appointment is made during a semester.
Temporary appointees are not eligible to serve on
departmental Personnel and Budget Committees but
may serve the College in every other way.
The time accrued by faculty on a temporary appoint-
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ment shall count toward promotion, tenure and sabbati.
cal in the event the temporary full-time faculty member
is appointed to a full-time permanent position, if the full-
time appointment occurs within one year following the
conclusion of the temporary appointment.
When a member of the classroom faculty takes a leave
of absence without pay, the department will not be
penalized in terms of the number of hours which can be
scheduled in the semester of said leave.
The hiring of a full-time replacement will be dependent
on the actual need of the department, based on registra-
tion.
50-5
51-1
SECTION S1
TENURE POLICY
After the expiration of a probationary period, tenure
shall be granted in accordance with the procedures
listed below. After receipt of tenure, a faculty member's
service shall be terminated only for adequate cause.
Applications for tenure and promotion to Assistant
Professor, and the review procedure for both shall be
simultaneous at the P & Band P & T levels. Notification
procedure shall follow existing practices for te~ure as
described above. A recommendation for tenure/promo-
tion to Assistant Professor from the P & B and P & T
Committees shall be forwarded to the President for
review. An Instructor granted tenure will be simulta-
neously promoted to Assistant Professor. An Assistant
Professor applying for tenure may also apply for promo-
tion; however, the application process, review, and
recommendations shall be separate and distinct and
shall follow the respective deadlines set forth by the P &
T Committee arid the procedures set forth above.
For professional faculty, the probationary period shall be
five (5) years within a Department from the date of the
initial professional appointment to that Department.
The definition of semester for the sole purpose of
eligibility for tenure for faculty appointed on a twelve
month basis shall be:
Fall Semester 9/1 -2/28
Spring Semester 3/1 - B/31
Individuals whose initial appointment was for or during
51-2
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a spring semester will serve an additional semester of
probationary service. By February 1st of eac~ ~ear, the
Academic Department Chairperson or Supervising Dean
or Director in the case of professional faculty not at-
tached to an academic department.. and the Personnel
& Budget Committee of each department shall consider
those departmental members who are eligible and have
applied for tenure and shall submit their recommenda-
tions to the Promotion and Tenure Committee. No later
than March 1st, the Promotion and Tenure Committee
will forward to the President its recommendations.
These in turn shall be forwarded by the President to the
Board of Trustees for their consideration. The Board of
Trustees may, upon recommendation of the President,
grant tenure. The President's refusal to recomme~d or
Board of Trustees' refusal to grant tenure, following a
favorable recommendation by the Promotion and Ten-
ure Committee, shall only occur in rare instances and for
compelling reasons which shall be communicated in
writing to the candidate.
.
If a faculty member eligible for tenure IS not re.com-
mended for it by the Promotion and Tenure Commmee,
then by April 1st of the last year of his/her probationary
period, he/she shall be informed in writing by the
President of the reasons for not recommending tenure.
Non- recommendation for tenure shall constitute grounds
for appropriate grievance. When tenure is not recom-
mended during the last probationary year, the faculty
.
member shall be so notified under the provisionsfor
non-reappointment. Tenure will not be awarded by
default.
Tenure approved in the 1999-2000 academic year shall
take effect September
"
2000 and shall be covered by
the provisions of this contract.
51-5
SECTION 52
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS -
CREATION/MERGER/SPLITS
The College Administration shall have the right to split,
merge, or create departments consistent with general
College policy. 53-6
58
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52-2 In the event that a department is split into two or more
departments or if two or more departments are merged
into one department or a new academic department is
created, faculty members concerned who hold tenure
and rank shall continue to do so in the one new
department. All the time accumulated in the previous
department shall accrue for the purpose of tenure,
promotion, sabbatical, and seniority.
53-1
SECTION 53
PROMOTION POLICY -
ACADEMIC FACUL TV
The Administration shall publish the current policy on
promotional standards developed by the P & T Commit-
tee in conjunction with the P & B Committees af1ld
Department Chairpersons. Changes or amendments
shall require the approval of both Contract Administra-
tors. Only those faculty who meet the developed stan-
dards shall be considered for promotion. There shall be
no waiver of these standards.
Eligibility to apply for promotion from Instructor to
Assistant Professor shall include a minimum of five (5)
years service as an Instructor at the College. No substi.
tute for this time requirement may be granted. No one
on a terminal contract shall be eligible for promotion.
Eligibility to apply for promotion from Assistant Profes.
sor to Associate Professor shall include a minimum of
five (5) years as an Assistant Professor at the College.
Eligibility to apply for promotion from Associate Profes.
sor to Professor shall include a minimum of six (6) years
as an Associate Professor at the College and the status
of tenure.
All recommendations for promotion in academic rank
shall be forwarded to the Promotion and Tenure Com.
mittee by March 1st. The Promotion and Tenure Com-
mittee will then forward to the Administration its recom-
mendations for promotion no later than April 15th.
Candidates shall receive official notification of the Board
of Trustees' actions on said promotions within ten (10)
days of such Trustees' actions.
All faculty who have received their present rank (either
through appointment or promotion) in a month other
53-2
53.3
53-4
53-5
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than September shall have the time-in-rank require-
ments reduced by one (1) semester. All promotions shall
take effect on September 1st of the year in which the
promotion is granted.
In evaluating eligible non-teaching faculty in the Library
and Department of Student Personnel Services for pro-
motion in academic rank, the criteria of "Effectiveness in
the Classroom" will be interpreted as -Effectiveness in
"(substitute the appropriate area of re-
5).8
sponsibility).
Should a facuity member who has received a recommen.
dation for promotion leave the College before the
effective date of his/her promotion, the next eligible
candidate in the ranked order shall be considered for
recommendation for promotion, if the Promotion and
Tenure Committee believes that such person is qualified.
54-1
SEalON S4
PROMOTION QUOTAS
During the academic year 1995-96, 1996-97, 1997.98,
1998.1999, and 1999-2000, the College and the NCCfT
shall determone allocation of the forty~ight (48) lines
for promotion to the ranks of Associate Professor and
Professor for the following academic year.
Promotions approved in the 1999-2000 academic year
shall take effect September 1, 2000 and shall be covered
by the provisions of this contract.
54-2
SEalON SS
PROMOTION POLICY -
.
PROfESSIONAL fACUL TV
The Administration shall publish the current policy on
promotional standards which will be developed by the P
&T Committee in conjunction with the P & B Committees
and Department Chairpersons. Changes or amendments
shall require the approval of both Contract Administra.
tors. Only those professional faculty who meet the
developed standards shall be considered for promotion.
There shall be no waiver of these standards.
Hiring for Technical Assistants and Administrative Assis.
tants shall normally be at the P.l level.
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55.) Professional faculty members holding positions in ad.
ministrative departments at the P-l, p.;!, or p.) level will
be titled Administrative Assistant I, II, or III respectively.
Professional faculty members holding positions in aca-
demic departments at the P'I, P.2, or p.) level will be
titled Technical Assistant I, II, or III.
The time in rank required to be eligible for promotion
between P.l and P.2 shall be four (4) years, for profes.
sional faculty hired prior to September I, 1991. The time
in rank required to be eligible for promotion between
P.l and P.2 for professional faculty hired on or after
September 1, 1991 shall be five (5) years.
Positions at the P-4, P-5, and P-6level will continue with
specific titles and no automatic upgrading will be pro-
vided at these levels.
The Union and the College Administration agree to
establish a joint committee to review all job dassifica-
tions on the P level. Reclassification of jobs may be
implemented only upon the specific approval of the
College President after prior consultation with the Union
and the departmental P & B Committee.
At the time of creating a position or filling of a vacancy
at PI or P-4 and above, the President or his designated
representative, in conjunction with the Union and the
department P & B Committee, will review the position to
determine the proper classification (professional, fac-
ulty, or civil service) and P-grade assignment.
Recruiting for all P positions will be in accordance with
normal College policy covering that P grade.
Procedures for implementing P grade promotions will be
in accordance with contractual provisions.
55').1
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SEalON S6
QUALIfiCATIONS fOR
APPOINTMENT AND PROMOTION -
PROfESSIONAL fACULTY
Minimum qualifications for professional ~)Qsitionsare as
follows for professional faculty hired prior to September
1, 1991 :
P.l
P.2
P-]
P-4-5.6
Associate Degree
4 years as P.I
Bachelor's Degree plus 5 years as P-2
Master's Degree plus appropriate experience
61
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57-1.2
57-1.3
57-1.4
r
57-1.5
57-2
57-3
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56-1. 1 For professional faculty hired on or after September I,
1991, qualifications for appointment and promotion to
the various professional positions will be based on
annual performance evaluation as well as meeting the
following de9ree and time in rank requirements:
P-1 Associate Degree
P-2 Bachelor's Degree in discipline relevant to the
position plus five (5) years as P-1.
P-3 Bachelor's Degree plus five (5) years as P-2.
P-4-5-6 Master's Degree plus appropriate experience.
No professional faculty member employed prior to
September I, 1975, shall qe required to possess an
Associate or Bac;helor's degree for promotion to P-2 or
P-3, nor shall the lack of such degree adversely affect his/
her chance for promotion.
56-2
SECTION 57
PROMOTION AND TENURE COMMITTEE
The Committee on Promotion and Tenure shall be
responsible for:
Developing and reviewing criteria. for promotion and
tenure with the approval of the Contact Administrators.
Receiving and evaluating applications for promotion
and tenure.
Reviewing the personnel files of applicants for promo-
tion or tenure prior to making their recommendations
for promotion or tenure.
Forwarding a report of their recommendations to the
President who shall so inform the Board of Trustees at
the next regularly scheduled meeting.
Serve as a hearing committee in all tenure dismissal
proceedings.
The Promotion and Tenure Committee shall consist of
the Dean of Instruction and nine (9) faculty members
and two (2) alternates each of whom must be from
different departments and hold the rank of Associate
Professor or above, all of whom must be tenured.
All members will serve staggered two-year terms and
may be re-elected only once. The Committee shall
convene and elect its Chairperson before the end of the
spring semester.
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57-8
57-4 In the event tha t a member of the Promotion and Tenure
Committee resigns or otherwise leaves vacant an unex-
pired term of office, he/she shall be replaced by the first
alternate who then becomes a permanent
member ofthe Committee. In the event of a second vacancy, it shall
be filled by the second alternate. No member of the
faculty shall sit on the Promotion and Tenure Committee
during the time he/she is applying
for promotion.
The Committee shall receive and consider for action the
recommendations from the departmental
Personneland Budget Committee and the Department
Chairper-son which may contain a minority report originating
with the departmental Personnel and Budget
Commit-tee.
The Committee shall determine that each department's
recommendations are accurate and meet the criteria set
forth herein.
In the event there is a disagreement
between thePersonnel and Budget Committee and the Departmen-
tal Chairperson or a minority report, the Promotion and
Tenure Committee shall do whatever it deems necessary
to determine whether the applicant is deserving of a
promotion and/or tenure. If there is 110t unanimous
agreement on the application, the applicant
and repre-
sentatives of the Personnel and Budget
Committee andthe Departmental Chairperson shall be interviewed
be-fore any decision is made regarding the application for
promotion and/or tenure.
A grievance against the Promotion and Tenure Commit-
tee on matters of promotion can only be on alleged
improper procedure
and/or violations of contractual
obligations. If the complainant alleges that one of these
has occurred, he/she may appeal to the neutral third
party on the Grievance Committee who will review the
case in executive session and render a final and binding
decision as to the appropriateness
of a full grievance
hearing. The decision of the Grievance Board to accept
or reject a formal hearing shall be made within twenty-
four (24) hours of its initial inquiry.
Insofar as is possible
no other promotion
candidate shall have his/her privacy
compromised as a result of grievance.
57-5
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57-7
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SEalON 58
DEPARTMENTAL PERSONNEL AND
BUDGET COMMITIEE
Each academic department shall have a Personnel and
Budget Committee whose size and composition. includ-
ing the Chair, shall be based on the table below. The
members of the Personnel and Budget Committee must
be full-time faculty, a majority of whom must hold tenure
whenever possible. The Committee shall not include
non- unit members. This Committee shall be elected by
the unit members of the department during April for a
two (2) year term beginning the following September
1st. All members will serve staggered two
(2) year terms.
A person on leave without
pay may not serve on a P &
B Committee.
An alternate on the P & B Committee has voice but no
vote and becomes a voting member only when replacing
a regular member due to absence. A person on leave
without pay may not serve on a P&B Committee. A full
time faculty member elected as an alternate to a P & B
Committee is not considered a member of the commit-
tee and does not exercise any of its contractual functions
except as follows: ( 1) to replace a committee member on
sabbatical leave or a leave of absence for the semester
in which such leave occurs;
(2) when a vacancy occurs
due to resignation or retirement in which case the
alter mate completes the term of office.
full time Facultv P & B Members Alternates
1-10. 3
1
11
_
24 5
2
25 + 7
2
*Except Afro-American Studies Department
58-3.1
58-3.2
58-3.3
58-3.4
58-3.5
58-3.6
58-3.7
58-3.8
58-3.9
58-3.10
58-4
58-4.1
58-4.2
58-4.3
58-4.4
58-4.5
58-2 The functions of the P & B Committee shall include
departmental matters and decisions regarding person-
nel, budget, and other matters including, but not limited
to the following:
Internal Departmental Affairs: The written docu-
mented advice of the departmental P & B Committee on
matters such as the following shall be considered and
implemented by the Departmental Chairperson except
as provided in item Itd under Academic Department
58-5
58-3
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Chairpersons' Duties;
The use of allocated -~ice space and allocated depart-
mental equipment.
The assigr:'ment of allocated clerical staff.
The expenditure of the allocated department budget.
Consistent with the Policies and Procedures as contain'~d
in Appendix 5, the assignment of personnel to teaching
schedules and the assignment of working hours for the
other instructional and professional personnel. This func-
tion m~y be delegated to another elected departmental'
committee.
The development of criteria and procedures for the
evaluation of the departmental faculty and academic
programs.
The evaluation of departmental faculty.
Changes in individual job responsibilities within job
categories.
The annual evaluation of Chairpersons.
Conducting the election of the Chairperson.
Ma~ participate in the evaluation of adjunct faculty if so
designated by the Department Chairperson.
Matters Which Require Approval: External to the
Department:
Appointments, pro~otion, tenure, vacancies and/or job
transfer between Job areas and reappointment. The
Personn.el and Bu.dget Committee shall review the per-
son~el file
~f applicants for promotion or tenure prior to
making their recommendation for promotion or tenure.
Departmental reorganization which affects the objec-
tives of the department.
All matters regarding minimal standar~s for professional
grades and qualifications for each grade.
The preparation of the budget.
Recommendation of course offerings and course sched-
ules within the allocated time blocks.
On matters such as above, the advice and/or recommen-
d~tion of the departmental P & B Committee shall be
directed by the Department Chairperson to the offices of
the Dean of Instruction, Dean of Student Personnel
Services: or the appropriate college-wide committee.
The advice and/or recommendation submitted to the
Dean of Instruction or Dean of Student Personnel Ser-
vices' office will be implemented unless that office states
65
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in writing its objection to the P & B Committee's recom-
mendations. Unresolved disputes except for 58-4.2 and
58-4.4 shall be subject to the appropriate grievance
procedure. Where objection exists concerning 58-4.2
and 58-4.4, the appropriate administrator shall meet
with the P & B Committee to discuss the matter.
59-1
SEalON 59
PROFESSIONAL FACULTY UNIT
The faculty not attached to academic departments shall
constitute a unit for the purpose of electing a Profes-
sional Advisory Committee and an Academic Senator.
The Professional Advisory Committee shall advise the
Administration and the P & T Committee on promotion
and tenure, and the Administration on other administra-
tive matters which the Professional Advisory Committee
deems appropriate.
They will elect a committee of no less than three (3) and
no more than seven (7) members. This committee shall
report to the professional faculty unit at least four (4)
times a year. The Academic Senator elected by this unit
shall function as Chairperson of the committee.
59-2
SEalON 60
SABBATICAL LEAVE COMMITTEE
The Sabbatical leave Committee shall be responsible
for:
Reviewing criteria for sabbatical leave.
Receiving and evaluating applications for sabbatical
leave.
Forwarding a report of their recommendations to the
President, who shall inform the Board of Trustees at its
next regularly scheduled meeting of the leaves approved
and recommended by the Sabbatical leave Committee.
The Sabbatical leave Committee shall consist of a dean
appointed by the President and five (5) addi~ional mem-
bers of the faculty who shall be tenured and hold the
rank of Associate Professor or above. There shall be a
first and a second alternate according to the number of
votes each has received. Any dean may meet with the
Committee. All members will serve staggered two-year
terms and may be reelected only once. The Committee
66
shall convene and elect the Chairperson before the end
of the spring semester. In the event a Committee
member resigns, applies for a sabbatical, or otherwise
leaves an unexpired term of office, he/she shall be
replaced by the first alternate who then becomes a
permanent member of the Committee. In the event of
a second vacancy, it shall be filled by the second
alternate in the same manner. No two members of the
Committee may be from the same academic depart-
ment. Faculty members are not eligible to serve on the
Committee during the academic year in which they will
be applying for sabbatical leave.
SEalON 61
BUDGET COMMITTEE
A committee designated by the Union may make budget
recommendations to the V.P. -Administration prior to the submis-
sion of the budget.
SEalON 62
ELEalON OF COMMITTEES
Committees provided herein, when appropriate, shall be
elected by the faculty in April of the academic year prior to their
taking office. Nominating petitions containing twenty-five (25)
signatures of faculty shall be submitted fifteen (15) days. prior to the
election. The election shall be supervised by the Dean of Instruction
and the President of the Union or their designees.
SEalON 63
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
Except as expressly limited by the terms and provisions
of this agreement, the Board of Supervisors, the Board of Trustees,
and the College Administration retain all of the authority, rights,
and responsibilities given them by law to manage and oper~te the
College.
SECTION 64
NO STRIKE PROVISION
In consideration of the terms and conditions herein
agreed to, the Union, as the duly certified representative organiza-
tion, does hereby affirm that it does not and shall not, during the
term of this agreement, assert the right to strike against the County
67
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of Nassau, as the employer of the persons represented by said
Union, nor shall the Union assist, or participate in any strike or other
concerted stoppage of work or slowdown, or Impose upon any
person represented by it an obligation to conduct, assist, or
participate in any such strike, or cause, instigate, encourage, or
condone any such strike.
thereof. If any provision of this agreement shall be found to be
illegal or not approved by any of the necessary commissions or
agencies having jurisdiction therein, such provision shall not be
applicable, except to the extent permitted by law, alld it shall not
affect the remainder of the contract which shall remain in full force
and effect. Substitute provisions shall be negotiated by the parties
in a manner to retain the equities of the original provision.
SECTION 65
TABLE OF ORGANIZATION
The Administration shall publish a Table of Organization
within thirty (30) days of the signing of this document. This table
shall include:
1. Job descriptions for all administrative positions.
2. Lines of authority.
3. Qualifications for each position.
At six month intervals, the Table of Organization shall be
adjusted as required.
SECTION 69
CIVil SERVICE LAW204a
It is agreed by and between the parties that
any provision of this agreement requiring legislative
action to permit its implementation by amendment of
law or by providing the additional funds therefore
shall not become effective until the appropriate legis-
lative body has given approval.
SECTION 66
PRINTING Of AGREEMENTS
The College will provide each member of the negotiating
unit with a printed document within sixty (60) days of the signing
of this agreement, which shall consist of a copy of this agreement
and any amendments to date.
SECTION 70
VOTE/COPE PAYROll DEDUCTION
'.. The employer agrees to deduct as soon as practicable
VOTE/COPE contributions from the salaries of unit employees as
said employees individually and voluntarily authorized by the comple-
tion of the VOTE/COPE authorization form as contained in Appen-
dix #7. The contributions will be forwarded directly to VOTE/COPE,
P.O. Box 5190, Albany, New York.SECTION 67
NEW EMPLOYEES
The Union shall be notified by the Department Personnel
and Budget Committee (or supervising administrator) of all new
faculty positioos including rank, and step offered. The Union shall
havE~the right to confer and question. The Union shall be supplied
with a list of the names, addresses, rank, and salary of all new
employees whose classifications are included in the certification of
the County PERB dated 11/26/68 and as amended to date.
SECTION 68
lEGALITY CLAUSE
All the terms and provisions of this agreement shall be
subject to governing laws, rules. and regulations of the CivilService
Commission, the Commissioner of Education of the State of New
York, and any other rules and regulations having jurisdiction {;
-'i
68 69
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SECTION 71
DURATION OF CONTRACT
The duration of this contract shall be for five (5) years, commencing
September 1, 1995 and terminating August 31, 2000.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, THE NASSAU COMMUNITY COllEGE
FEDERATION OF TEACHERS has executed this agreement the day
and year first written and the COUNTY OF NASSAU and NASSAU
COMMUNITY COLLEGE have executed this agreement the 9th day
of October 1995.
PETER BEE PHILIP NICHOLSON
COUNTY Of NASSAU NASSAU COMMUNITY COLLEGE
fEDERATION OF TEACHERS
fOR: THOMAS S GULOTTA BY: PHILIP NICHOLSON
COUNTY EXECUTIVE PRESIDENT
SEAN A. FANelLI
NASSAU COMMUNITY COLLEGE
BY: SEAN A. FANelLI
PRESIDENT
ANTHONY RUSSO
~T
OFFICE OF LABOR RELATIONS
FREDERICK PAROLA
APPROVED BY COUNTY COMPTROLLER
OWEN B WALSH
FORM APPROVED BY COUNTY ATTORNEY
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APPENDIX #1
SALARIES fOR fACUl TV WITH
ACADEMIC RANK
INSTRUCTOR
STEP SEPT 1,1997
1 41,894
2 44,542
3 45,516
4 46.487
5 47,460
6 48.433
7 49.402
8 50,378
9 51,348
10 52,322
11 53,294
12 54,267
13 55,239
14 56,213
15 57, 186
16 58,210
i
.
I
r
I
.f
,
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
STEP SEPT 1,1997
1 53,669
2 55,345
3 57,020
4 58,698
5 60,377
6 62,054
7 63,730
8 65.408
9 67,081
10 68,765
11 70,446
12 72,126
13 73,807
14 75.487
15 77,169
16 78,851
"
.
"
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
STEP SEPT 1,1997
1 47,764
2 49,073
3 50,382
4 51,694
5 53,007
6 54,315
7 55,629
8 56,938
9 58,250
10 59,572
11 60,884
12 62,195
13 63,504
14 64,815
15 66,127
16 67.439
Ij
I
I
I
I
.I
PROFESSOR
STEP SEPT 1, 1997
1 62,860
2 64,778
3 66,697
4 68,619
5 7~535
6 72,454
7 74,373
8 76,292
9 78.211
10 80,132
11 82,051
12 83,971
13 85,892
14 87,811
15 89,730
16 91,648
,,;
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APPENDIX #1 APPENDIX #2
SALARIES FOR FACULTY ON P GRADES COMPUTATION OF SICK LEAVE
P-1 P-2 P-]
STEP SEPT 1, 1997 SEPT 1, 1997 SEPT 1, 1997 If a classroom faculty member is stricken with an ~xtended
1 38.499 41,913 45,616 illness during a regular teaching semester and reports absent as a
2 39,229 42,769 46,609 result, then and in that situation for the balance of said semester
3 40,709 44,248 48,352 said classroom faculty member will be charged one day sick leave
4 42,187 45,729 50,103 for each day or part thereof that said faculty member is scheduled
5 43,661 47,207 51,849 to teach and is absent.
6 45,144 48,684 53,595 In the event that a classroom teaching faculty member
7 46,622 50,166 55,347
8 48,100 51,647 57,096
reports absent because of illness, commencing on or before the
9 49,582 53,125 58,842 beginning of the normally scheduled semester that said faculty
10 51,054 54,606 60,591 Il:'ember is scheduled to teach and it isdetermined that said faculty
-:...... ......- 52,537 56,080 62,339 member will be absent for the entire semester, then and in that11
12 54,020 57,561 64,089 event said faculty member will be charged for four days sick leave
13 55.430 58,985 65,771 for each and every week of said semester that he or she reports
14 56,838 60.409 67.451 absent because of illness.
15 58,248 61,833 69,133 For purposes of computing the length of a semester, in
16 59,657 63,257 70,812
17 61,067 64,682 72.493
paragraph two herein above, it shall be presumed that dassroom
18 62,108 66,106 74,174 teaching faculty members work a sixteen week semester.
P-4 P-5 P-6
Sl'EP SEPT 1, 1997 SEPT 1, 1997 SEPT 1, 1997
1 49,033' 52,349 55,371
2 50,146 53,686 56,717
3 52,031 55,706 58,873
4 53,911 57,721 61,037
"""T"
5 55,793 59,739 63,204
",
,
6 57,680 61,755 65,369
7 59,560 63,777 67,528
8 61,446 65,793 69,685
9 63,330 67,809 71,853,
10 65,211 69,828 74,012
11 67,093 71,844 76,174
12 68,976 73,860 78,336
13 70,789 75,816 80.437
14 72,602 77,771 82,525
15 74.416 79,726 84,611
16 76,229 81,681 86,699
17 78,042 83,635 88,786
18 79,856 85,589 90,872
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APPENDIX #4
NASSAU COMMUNITY COllEGE
GRIEVANCE REPORT
(For use only by employees represented by the
negotiating unit of the NCCFT)
Employee's Name
Date of Grievance
Department
t
,
w
'0;
~
oil
GRIEVANCE
(Step 1)
1. Date presented to Supervisor or Department Chairperson
2. Department Chairperson Signature
3. Employee Signature
(Step 2)
SUPERVISING DEAN OR DIRECTOR (Note: To be answered
within ten working days of date presented to Supervising
Dean or Director)
Date of Notification to President of Union
I
.~
I
I
~
!I
~
~
Date and Signature of Supervising Dean or Director
'DII
u
.
..o -
Accepted _ Deferred to Grievance Board.
Signature of Employee
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.
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(Step 3)
NASSAU COMMUNITY COLLEGE GRIEVANCE BOARD
DISPOSITION
APPENDIX #S
POLICIES & PROCEDURES FOR ASSIGNMENT
AND EVALUATION OF FACULTY
Member
.i
t
!\;,
,
"
!
1. It is the responsibility of the academic departments to establish
and review criteria for assignment of faculty to specific courses. The
criteria must include. but need not be limited to the following:
A. All faculty must meet initial qualifications for appoint-
ment to the academic department. These qualifications
must include, as a minimum, the degree requirement
established by the department at the time of appoint-
ment;
All faculty must possess academic credentials necessary
to teach the course, established by each Departmental
Personnel and Budget Committee;
C. All faculty must demonstrate evidence of current knowl-
edge of specific course subject matter, sensitivity to the
needs of the students being served. and where neces-
sary, evidence of skill in specialized teaching techniques.
B.
'..
.
: '.: ~.
"
Date
J
.
;
Chairperson
Member
Copies:
Supervisor and/or Department Chairperson
Supervising Dean or Director
Grievant
NCCFT 2. All recommendations for faculty assignments to courseswill be
made by the department chairperson according to departmental
procedures and the policies and procedures enunciated herein.
3. In addition to initial qualifications for appointment. all faculty
must meet specific criteria for assignment listed in Item I above.
Consistent with Item 2 above, in exercising professional judgment
in making recommendations for assignments for teaching specific
course sections. the department chair may take into consideration
additional factors such as:
A. Successful prior experience teaching the course;
B. Ability to meet student needs.
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APPENDIX #6
TECHNICAL ASSISTANT(S) CONVERSION
assignments. In addition he/she may be assigned by the
Department P & B to teach one section of a class (not to
exceed 4.5 contact hours) as part of his/her normal work
schedule. All such assignments must be academically related
to the support/tutorial work of the non<lassroom instruc-
tional staff member.
5. AI~li~es converted as provided for herein, shall be subject
to eXistingwork -day, -week and -year provisions of the NCCFT
Collective Bargaining Agreement governing non-dassroom
instructional faculty.
6. Technical Assistants whose lines are converted to non-
classroom instructional lines shall be given the title and rank
of '~structor. Salary for converted Technical Assistant(s) shall
be fixed as follows: where the salary as a Technical Assistant
(P scale salary) lies between Step 1 and Step 10 of the
negotiated salary for the Instructor rank, the converted
Technical Assistant shall be placed on the Instructor step that
most closely equals, but, is not less than, the salary received
as a Technical Assistant (P scale salary). In all other cases, the
salary for the converted Technical Assistant will be equal to the
P scale salary.
7 . Technical Assistants whose lines are converted will maintain
tenure as Technical Assistants, if previously earned, but will
begin the probationary period in which to earn tenure and
promotion as a non<lassroom instructional staff member.
Whereas, the diversity of the student body served by Nassau
Community College has made it necessary for some of the academic
departments to assist students with individualized or group instruc-
tion outside the classroom and student academic support services
which are provided through workshops, learning centers or labora-
tories, and
Whereas, some academic departments, to better serve the
students, find it necessary to establish a closer connection between
classroom instruction and the student academic support services
provided outside the classroom, and
Whereas, Middle States accreditation standards and the
recent Policies and Procedures for Evaluation and Assignment of
Faculty passed by the Nassau Community College Board of Trust-
ees, require the monitoring of student needs and the development
of appropriate services,
Now therefore, Nassau Community College and the Nassau
Community College Federation of Teachers (NCCFT) agree as
follows:
1. After a review of department/student needs and after
making a determination that curriculum within the academic
program requires out-of<lassroom support. a Department P &
B Committee may develop organized student academic sup-
port programs and may request that a line(s) held by a
Technical Assistant(s) who meets the qualification for teach-
ing in the department be converted to a non<lassroom
instructional staff line(s). Requests for conversion must be
submitted by the Department Chair to the administration
accompanied by a detailed written program of the student
academic support services requested. The administration will
notify the Department Chair and the P & B Committee in
writing of its approval or disapproval of the conversion.
2. The decision of the administration concerning the conver-
sion shall not be subject to the Collective Bargaining Agree-
ment grievance procedure.
3. Departments given approval for such conversion shall not
be given an additional Technical Assistant line(s) to replace the
converted line(s).
4. Technical Assistant(s) converted to non<lassroom instruc-
tional staff will continue performing their support/tutorial i
It
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APPENDIX #7 VOTE/COPE AUTHORIZATION FORM
The undersigned authorize. the Comptroller at the County 01NassaU to deduct tram the secord
paycheck of the
month at AprUthe sum of $13.00 ard to lorward that amount to VOTE/COPE. P.O.Bo. 5190. Albany, New York
12205.9972. Members are welcome to contribute more or less then $13.00. That amount Is merely a suggestion.
Members have the right not tei contribute whhout any reprisal ard willnot be lavored or disadvantaged because
they have exercised the right.
This authorization is made voluntarily ard whhout tear at reprisal ard whh the urderstarding that the making 01
payments to VOTE/COPE are not conditions at membership in any labor organization or at employment with
Nassau Community Conege and that VOTE/COPEwUluse the money h receives to make polhlcai contributions
ard e.pardltures in connection with lederal. state end local elections. Thl. authorization shall remain in fulllorce
ard effect for all purposes while Iam employed et Nassau
Community College. or untn revoked by me in writing
betWeen September 1st and September 15th of any given year.
Name
Social Security No.
co
o
Street
Date
City Zip
Phone No.
Signature
Distribute copies as follOWS:White to Payroll Office, YeUow to lOCal, and Pink to.eomributOr.
~: Contribution. or gJfts to VOTElCOP~ ere not tax deductible.
_._ VOTE/COPE's the Political Action eommtttoeof the New York State United Teacher..
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Catastrophic Leave 24 37 Day Overload
Certification of Representation
-
Assignment of Classroom Faculty 5-1.13 11
-
Compensation 5-1.14 11
Chairpersons -Academic Departments 19 27
-
Acting Chairperson 19-2.6 28
Death Benefit 37 45
-
Annual Reports 19-2.3 28
-
Compensation
Dental Plan 35 44
-
Day 19-7.4 33
-
Evening/Summer 19-7.1 33
Development Leave
-
Duties 19-3 28
-
Non-Classroom/Prof Faculty 5-2.2 13
-
Election 19-2 27
-
Library 19-3.1 (0) 30
Discontinuance of Service 44 48
-
Office Hours
-
Day 19-4.1 (d) 31
Dismissal of Tenured Faculty 49 52
-
Evening/Summer 19-6 31
-
Released Time 19-5 31
Dues Deduction 1-9; Appendix 1#34;74
-
Removal/Resignation/Retirement 19-2.2;.4;.5 28;28;28
-
Seniority Credit 19-7.3 33
Duration of Contract 71 70
-
Stipend
-
Day 19-7 32
Early A.M. Classes/ Ass!gnments 7 15
-
Evening/Summer 19-7.1;.2;.5 33
-
Student Personnel Services 19-3.1 (0) 30
1 Early Retirement Incentive 43 47
-
Temporary Chairperson 19-2.2 28
~-
Work Week 19-4 31
. Election of Committees 62 67
I
Civil Service Laws 204a 69 69
Emergency School Closing 4-2.3 8
Classroom Observation 16-2.1 20
Equal Employment Policy 11 17
College Business 29 41
I
-
Coaches 29-1.4 41
Evaluation of Evening Faculty
-
Compensation 5-1.19; 19-7 12;32
Commencement 4-3.2 8 Evaluation of Professional Competence 16 20
Compact Work Week -
Classroom Faculty 16-4 20
-
Classroom Faculty 5-1 .11 11 :&
-
Non Classroom/Prof Faculty 16-5 21
Compensatory Time
Faculty-Definition 3-2 6
-
Non Classroom/Prof Faculty 5-2.4 14 Faculty Files 13 18
Contact Hour -Definition 3-8 6 -
Pre-Employment Personnel File 13-2 18
-
Assignments 5-1. 1; .2 8;8
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Grievance -Definition 3-6 6 New Employees
61 68
-
Form Appendix tl4
75
-
Procedure 17 22 No Strike Provision
64 67
Health Insurance B
42 Off Campus Courses 5-1.9; .10 10
-
Options B-1 42
_Payments While on leave of Absence 21-1 39 Office Hours - Classroom faculty 5-1.7
9
-
Retiring Employf!S B-1 42
~Optical Plan 34 43
Holidays 30 41
_
Non Classroom/Prof Faculty 30-3
41 Outside Activities/Part Time Employment 8 16
: ,
I I Independent Study 5-1.21 12 Overload
47
I
51
.
~.,
Instructional Faculty - Definition 3-2 6
..~
Overtime Compensation -
Non Classroom/Prof faculty 5-2.4 14
Jury Duty 32 42
Parental leave 28 40
lag Payroll 21-9 35 - Reduced Work load for Child Care
284 40
leave of Absence. 4-2.2 7 Personal leave
26 39
_Summer for Non Classroom/
Professional Faculty Personnel and Budget Committee
58 64
-
Composition of Committee 58-1 64
legality Clause 68 68 -Duties'
584; 58-S 65
Life and Disability Insurance 36
44 Policies & Procedures for Assignment
and Evaluation of faculty Appendix 115 77
Management Rights 63 67
Preamble
Meetings
19-3.1(r) (5) 30
-
Adjunct Faculty Printing of Agreements 66 68
-
College Wide lS 20
Professional Appointment -Definition 3-10 6
Mileage Allowance 39 45
Professional Faculty -Definition 3.2 6
Military leave 27-3 40 - Qualifications for 56-1 61
16
Appointment/Promotion
Mini-Semester 10
, ,
Professional Faculty Unit 59 66
, I NCC Federationof Teachers 3 - Advisory Committee 59-1
66
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Professional Leave 27- 1
39 Seniority -
Definition ).9 6'
. Course Assignments 5.1.8 10
Promotion and Tenure Committee 57
62
. Composition of Committee 57.2
62 Sick Leave
22 36
-
Duties 57- 1
62
_Computation for Classroom Faculty Appendix #12 73
1.'-
Promotion Policy
Student-Faculty Ratio 9 16
. Academic Faculty
53 59
_
Professional Faculty
55 60
Substitutes
.
: ~_Temporary Appointment 50-3
56 - Classroom Faculty
22.3 36
i
i .
. Non ClassroomFaculty 22.5 36
Promotion Quotas 54
60
.
Supplemental Sick Leave 23 36
\ '! Qualifications for Appointment/
56 61
".
:._ ...w.i i Promotion -
Professional faculty
Table of Organization 65 68
Reappointment and Non Reappointment 48
51 Tax Deferred Annuities
1010 4
Reclassification of a Unit Member 1-2
3 Technical Assistant(s) Conversion
Appendix #16 78
Released Time
Temporary Appointments 50 56
-
Faculty 1-4
3
-
NCCFT 1.6
3 Tenure Policy
51 57
RetirementPlans 42
47 Termination for financial. Reasons
45 48
Sabbatical Leave 25
37 Termination Pay
41 46
-
Eligibility 25-4
38 - Classroomfaculty
41-1 46
_Non Classroom/Prof faculty 41-2 46
~'-~
SabbaticalLeaveCommittee 60
66
. Composition of Committee 60-2 66
Union - Definition 3.1 5
. Duties 60.1 66
-
Meetings 1.7 4
Salary 21
34 Vacations - Non Classroom/ Prof Faculty
31 .42
. Advanced Study Differential 21-8 35
-
Accrual 31.2 42
_Instructional Faculty
Appendix #11 71
. Lag Payroll 21.9
35 VOTE/COPE Payroll Deduction
70 69
. Professional Faculty Appendix 111
72 -Authorization Form
Appendix #17 80
Semester. Definition 3-4
6
_Eligibility for Tenure 51.3
57
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work Day, 6 14
\
:~Classroom Facl(tty ~6-1 14
. Non Classroom/Prof Faculty 5-2 13
.
. Options 5-2.3 13
Wor~ Week 5 8
. Classroom Faculty 5-1 8
- 12 Contact l:i0ur Option 5-1.3
9
. Compact Work Week 5-1. 11 11
. Non Classroom/Prof Faculty 5-2 13
-
Options 5-2.3 13
. Schedule Variations 5-2.5 14
" j
'I
WorkYear 4 7
.__._.~
-
All Faculty 4-3 8
. Classroom Faculty 4-1 7 ,
. Non Classroom/Prof Faculty 4-2 7
I
I
. 50%/60% Option 4-3.3 8 j
Year-End Evaluation Report 16-2.2 20
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